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TO JIM AND CAROLEE

This book is dedicated to my parents, whose strength, courage and unwavering
faith in God lead our family through an unspeakable horror. They did it with

grace and dignity that is not often displayed in our modern culture. They
forever have my deepest respect and love.
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PREFACE

The scene is forever etched in my mind. It was Sept in Lake Country, B.C., I
was 43 years old and was looking across the lake from my hillside balcony. I
had a pair of binoculars in my hand and was casually viewing boats and
people and whatever was within view. I heard a familiar whump, whump
sound and looked up to see a Canadian Forces helicopter droning its way up
the valley. I quickly trained my field glasses on the new target and fingered the
focus knob to get a better view of the bright, yellow behemoth as it lumbered
along the lakeshore.

As I watched, an old memory came flooding in and I recognized that this
chopper, the Labrador, was the same machine that had snatched my parents and
younger brother from certain death on a high mountain lake in 1974.

This was now 2005 and 31 long years had passed since that tragic event.
Hearing the deep thumping of the huge rotors echoing off the mountains on
either side of the lake, I remembered by brother, Jim, describing the incredible
feeling of sheer elation he felt at the crash site when he heard the chopper
coming. That sound represented life and I felt a slight tingle run down my spine
as I rolled the events around my mind while watching the Labrador slowly
slide by until it was out of sight.

The noise eventually faded away and with it, my feeling of nostalgia. But
something clicked in my mind this time; why hasn’t this story ever been
published? Maybe I should take the task upon myself. I had never written
anything before, other than technical narratives for my job as an Electrical
Engineering Technologist. But my three sons often told me that I was a great
story teller. They would sit spellbound and hang on my every word whenever I
regaled them with an adventure from my youth. Perhaps I should take a shot at
this assignment and share with the rest of the world this personal incident.

But who would care about a story of two adults and one young boy being
lost in a private plane crash in northern BC, Canada? What could it matter that,
decades ago, my family struggled desperately against their own private
apocalypse with little hope for survival? It certainly meant a great deal to us,
our friends and extended family, but what about others?

As I mulled it over in the days following the sighting of the Labrador
helicopter, I realized that it was an opportunity to create something that was



more than just an accident report. Every person has a story and around every
corner is someone longing to hear it. People love to hear how other people
cope with extraordinary circumstances and events, especially if they can
connect to them and relate to them personally.

My family, including myself, were ordinary people caught up in the same
struggles and trials we all face as human being; going to school, building a
career, raising a family, paying bills, building a future. But! We had a very
extraordinary event occur right in the middle of being ordinary. In the now 40
plus years since this crash happened I have never met anyone face to face who
had more compelling tale to tell than the one in this book.

So I started writing and the more I wrote the stronger my memories grew.
The book is really the story of our family at a snapshot in time and I consider it
primarily a tribute to my parents and hope they see it as a gift from a grateful
son.

GOD BLESS



PROLOUGE

A BAD FEELING

The engine screamed and the wildly spinning rubber track clawed for grip as I
tore up the steep hillside. White, powdery snow poured over the windshield
and straight into my grinning face. Bursting over the summit and with the
throttle still pinned I made a hard right turn and slid through a full 180. I hit the
kill switch and stopped just short of the edge. The world around me was
suddenly plunged into dead silence except for the sound of my excited
breathing and the ticking noise emanating from the snow soaked engine sitting
in from of me. I slowly removed my goggles and peered out at the snow
covered forest and creek valley that stretched out before me.

It was Grey Cup Sunday, Nov 24, 1974. I was 12 years old and was out
riding my snowmobile about a mile from our home near Fort St. John, BC,
Canada. The Grey Cup (the Canadian version of the US Super Bowl) had been
televised on our lone TV channel earlier that day and I had watched the
Montreal Alouettes beat the Edmonton Eskimos, 20 to 7, on a rain soaked field
in Vancouver, BC. It was an exciting game and I really enjoyed it. After the last
player was interviewed and the last drop of Champagne was doused over
someone’s head, I flicked the TV off and decided to go for a quick ride in the
fading afternoon light. That was one of the great things about growing up in the
country; having the freedom to just take off whenever one felt the urge.

As I now sat in the quiet stillness, the deteriorating weather swirling
around me……an eerie feeling washed over me and I sensed the presence of
danger (this wasn’t all that unusual as I had a tendency to worry a lot). The joy
and rush of excitement I was feeling vanished.

My mind did a quick scan for any potential explanations of why I felt so
spooked. I looked up at the grey sky as heavy snowflakes stung my eyes.
Suddenly I realized that my parents and younger brother were flying home this
very afternoon in my father’s light aircraft after a weekend excursion. My mind
quickly flashed to an image of the small plane lumbering thru the winter sky
and I felt a chill run down my spine. It was now 4pm and it would be getting
dark soon. I often had anxieties about my father flying and I was especially



uneasy about him flying in bad weather and this particular day was turning into
a real mess, real fast.

I reached for the recoil starter and in one quick motion I started the
machine and nailed the throttle with my thumb. I tore down the hill and raced
across the valley heading for home.

My ominous feelings were not in vain, for almost at that exact moment,
almost 200 miles away in a high mountain pass….. my parent’s plane had just
slammed into a frozen lake.

Life for my family changed forever that afternoon and would never be the
same again.

This story is about the tragedy and triumph of that plane crash.



EARLY YEARS

This story really begins with my father, Jim Novak, whose love of flying
borders on obsession. He was the 5th of 8 children born to Ukrainian farming
parents. He grew up on farms in Saskatchewan and Manitoba.

My father’s family struggled to eke out a living. The kids were put to
work almost the moment they could walk and everyone was expected to pull
his or her share of the load. Jim was a big kid and strong as an ox.

Life was hard on the prairies during the 1930’s and 40’s. For a decade
before WWII, Canada’s economic situation had been very bleak. By 1933, the
unemployment rate had risen above 25%. Recovery began in 1934, but its pace
was very slow until the war’s outbreak.

Right from the start he was ambitious, hardworking and self-confident.
His strict Christian upbringing at the hands of his strong willed mother,
Margaret, coupled with hard work and the struggle to survive, had the effect of
making him feel he could do anything.

Being born at the far end of the ‘Greatest Generation’ cycle, he was not in
synch with the counter-culture revolution taking place during the 60s. Sharing
the ideals with the older generation, but still being very young himself, made
him feel like a fish out of water when the first wave of baby boomers were
busy pushing society into political and social upheaval. Not being part of that
generation and their radical views, left him at odds with the world that
surrounded him. He was very much an old fashioned idealist trying to live in a
world that was anything but and was unrecognizable with the 1940’s and 50’s,
during which he grew up in. That plus the fact that he spent his entire youth
isolated on remote farms made him somewhat naïve and out of touch with the
rest of the world.

The hard work ethic that was engrained in Jim and his siblings, coupled
with a very poor upbringing, served them all extremely well. Of the 8 children
born into Jim’s family almost all went on to become successful and
prosperous.

Good looking and built like a middle weight prize fighter, Jim attracted
many friends and admirers, but he rarely let anyone get too close and as a
result remained somewhat of a mystery to people who knew him, even those
who knew him for years.



He lived by a very strict moral code. He never touched alcohol, smoke
cigarettes, went to movies or dances and attended church at least twice each
week. He had many girlfriends, but his belief that God created woman to be
servants to their husbands most likely didn’t go over too well with some of the
young woman he was seeing. Woman’s rights and many other big social
changes related to woman were coming just around the corner.

Jim had his first encounter with an airplane as a young boy while helping
his father one day in the blacksmith shop at the farm.

He heard a tremendous roar and they both ran outside just in time to see a
British Havilland Vampire jet fighter streak across the sky a mere 100 feet off
the ground at tremendous speed. The noise was deafening and the ground
shook.

The Vampire was the first jet fighter to enter Royal Canadian Air force in
any significant numbers. It served to introduce fighter pilots not only to jet
flying, but also to cockpit pressurization and tricycle landing gear. The ‘Vamp’
was a popular aircraft, easy to fly and considered a bit of a ‘hot rod’. It served
in both operational and air reserve units until retirement in the late 1950s.

It certainly made an impression on young Jim as from that moment on he
would have a love of aircraft that rivalled love of life itself.

He quit school and left the farm at the tender age of 16 and worked at
several jobs before finding work as a surveyor in northern Manitoba. Still
extremely young, but very disciplined, he sent home money so his parents
could put a new roof on the barn. Living in construction camps with other
young men he was exposed for the first time to the secular underworld he had
been sheltered from. Living alongside men who drank, smoked and used foul
language was a huge turn off for Jim. He fostered a huge disdain for people
who lived like this. This morally superior attitude no doubt was sensed by
people around him, but he excelled at everything he did so well that he was
often promoted and was everyone’s ‘go to’ guy. This quality of being
exceptional, especially in all things related to work, would often outweigh his
grating, judgemental personality and endear him to his bosses and co-workers.
At the end of the day if you wanted a task done correctly, you called Jim.

He received his private pilot’s license at age 17 and joined the Military at
19. He signed up for pilot training with a dream of flying fighter jets. But it
was not to be; he was disqualified during a physical exam that indicated he



might have a problem hearing sounds in a certain decibel range.
At that time it was up to the discretion of the examiner to decide who got

through and who didn’t. The decision to not let my father into Pilot training,
based on a minor hearing impediment, still stands as one of the most crushing
disappointments in his life.

Since he was stuck in the RCAF for four years, he opted for Avionics
training instead. This allowed him to stay close to the aircraft and do some
flying as well. He was one of the few people in his group who would jump at
the chance to fly in the Lockheed T-33 Shooting Star trainer.

The two-place T-33 jet was designed for training pilots already qualified
to fly propeller-driven aircraft. It had a max speed of 570 mph, a ceiling of
47000 feet and could kiss Mach 1 in a dive.

He would ride in the back seat of the tandem cockpit and beg the pilots up
front to let him take over the controls. He actually logged over 100 hours flying
time in this manner. He especially encouraged the pilots to do aerobatics when
he was along.

Just prior to joining the military in 1960 he met my mother, Carolee,
while visiting friends in Ottawa, Ontario. She was raised in the big city and
came from a drastically different world than Jim’s, but nonetheless they shared
a strong attraction for each other.

Carolee’s father, Ken Graham, was a WWII vet, musician and banker who
left home to fight in Europe in 1939 a mere two days after Carolee’s premature
birth. He was only able to view her through the glass window of an incubator
before being shipped overseas and didn’t return to Canada for 5-1/2 years.
While he was gone, Carolee and her sister Barbara were raised by their
French Canadian mother, Edna, during the dark days of WWII in a small house
with a coal-fired furnace.

Ken and Edna both grew up in eastern Canada and had a good life before
he went to war. They attended concerts, parties and had a huge circle of friends
and family in the Ottawa area.

Ken was an incredibly talented musician and could play multiple
instruments primarily; trumpet and guitar. He also had his own Jazz band and
almost every weekend they were playing at a club somewhere. Edna would go
along with him and dance all night long, while her husband played on stage.

When the first seeds of WWII were planted, Canada was first to provide



men and equipment in support of Great Britain who was our sovereign ally.
Ken and his two brothers, like a lot of young men during that time were eager
to sign up and fight. With a two year old daughter, Barbara, and Edna pregnant
with their second child, Ken received his orders to deploy in Oct 1939. He
was assigned to an Engineers brigade.

Ken saw lots of action, but like most men of his generation he never liked
to talk much about his experiences. The only story he ever related to me was
how one night during a vicious fire fight somewhere in France he ended up
underneath a transport truck while the body parts of his friends rained down
around him.

He survived, uninjured, and returned home to an honorable discharge and
began work as an IBM Banking machine specialist. He resumed his musical
career as well and would bring his wife and young girls to his many shows.
Although Ken did suffer from what is now known as Combat Fatigue
Syndrome, there was very little help available for this condition at that time.
He was basically given a prescription for powerful tranquilizers and sent
home. This created a life-long dependency on pills that he finally licked in his
late 70’s, but not without a great deal of difficulty.

He must have suffered inside his own head, but you would never know it
if you met him. He remained throughout his life the most decent, gentle, loving
man you could ever know. Always quick with a smile or a kind word he lived
life to the fullest and enjoyed every minute. He and Edna were married for 71
years at the time of his death in 2008 at the age of 92.

When Jim first appeared on the scene, Carolee and Barbara still lived at
home. The girls and their parents were more good friends than parents and
children. They went out on the town and kicked up their heels together and had
a blast doing it.

The Grahams liked a social drink, they smoked cigarettes, danced and
liked jazz music. This did not go over very well with young Jim. He was as far
away from an urban socialite as you could possibly get.

Although Jim gave Ken credit for his service in WWII and his musical
talents, he tended to focus on Ken’s short-coming instead. In Jim’s mind, these
were Ken’s poor mechanical aptitude and luke-warm Christian faith. But Ken
did have one thing that Jim liked very much, and that was his youngest
daughter, Carolee.



The dark haired beauty had completely captivated him and he was
determined to make her his wife. Because Jim was in the Armed Forces, their
courtship was restricted to seeing each other on weekends whenever Jim could
get a pass. This was hardly an ideal way of getting to know each other, but that
didn’t stop them from getting engaged after only a couple of months.

Carolee was equally naïve as Jim about life, but in a different way. She
grew up watching her parents adore each other and doing absolutely everything
together. She was not familiar with the concept of working like a dog from
morning till night just to put food on the table. Ken liked to be served by Edna,
but in turn he always showered her with the highest praise, respect and
affection. It was a symbiotic relationship that worked like a well-oiled
machine. One can hardly blame Carolee for assuming, incorrectly of course,
that all men must be like her father.

Carolee decided to forego college and like Jim, she was also part of the
past generation that lived by a different moral code than the Boomers and
getting married young and starting a family was the natural thing to do.

Jim and Carolee were married while Jim was still in active duty with the
RCAF. The honeymoon ended very quickly. While they were stationed in
Berwick, Nova Scotia, I was born June 17, 1962 and was quickly followed by
my brother, James (Jim).

Carolee’s quick pregnancy with me followed 12 months and 12 days by
my brother Jim no doubt put a big strain on the young couple. They never had a
lot of time alone together before the kids started coming. Jim was very busy,
Carolee missed her family desperately and two young boys can be a real
handful.

Now you may have noticed that my brother was named Jim, even though
he’s not the eldest son. I was puzzled about this for years and never found a
reasonable explanation for it until decades later, when I realized that they both
share the same brain at times! The double use of the name, Jim, was a source
of some confusion over the years and to alleviate this, my father elected a few
years ago to be known thereafter as JR. For simplicity sake this book will also
refer to my father as JR for its remainder.

When JR was honorably discharged from the RCAF in 1964, he moved
his small family to the opposite end of the country, the province of British
Columbia.



He found work as an Electronics Technician and bought a new house in
Surrey, BC. I was two years old when we arrived and it’s here that I have my
earliest memories.

We lived in a nice suburban neighborhood on a quiet street that had lots of
young families with small kids for us to play with. JR had a Super 8 camera
that he had purchased back in the 50’s during his surveying years and he now
spent a lot of time filming Jim and I clowning around in our back yard. There is
one short clip that shows the two of us riding a swing set and going so high the
legs of the swing set frame were lifting off the ground while we laughed our
heads off! We also had a sit down lawn mower, which was a real novelty at the
time, Jim and I would spend hours driving this thing all over the yard with me
in front and him sitting behind me.

Our home had most of the modern conveniences that people still enjoy
today; Washer, Dryer, Dish Washer, etc. The drapes on our front window were
opened and closed with the press of a button!

It was while living here that I had my first recollection of my father and
airplanes. He had rented a small plane and took me along with some friends of
his up for an afternoon of flying around the city.

I was sitting in the back, and even though I was only 5 years old, I was not
too happy about the fact that JR was letting one of his unqualified passengers
take over the wheel. When I protested about the absurdity of letting someone
else fly, he merely laughed and told me to relax. It was a scene that would be
repeated many times over the years to come, much to his amusement and my
terror!



HUDSON HOPE, B.C.

Another son, Alan, was born shortly after we moved to Surrey. With three
young boys JR was no longer happy living in Surrey, he was still a farm boy at
heart and yearned for something more rugged. He was working for BC Hydro
and they had recently completed a new Hydro Electric Project in northern BC.
It was the WAC Bennett Dam and BC Hydro built housing and infrastructure at
the nearby town of Hudson Hope, BC to accommodate the Dams personnel. JR
applied to transfer there and was subsequently accepted as a Communications
Technician.

The town of Hudson Hope and surrounding area was the perfect place to
raise three growing boys. I remember upon seeing the Peace River valley for
the first time thinking how amazing it was. The forest, hills and rivers were
literally off our doorstep. Compared to living in the city this was fantastic.
Now we had access to hunting; fishing, horse-back riding and my parents never
had to worry about where we were.

In Hudson Hope most of our friend’s fathers worked for BC Hydro, like
our JR. The houses we lived in were owned by the company as well. The town
had a resort feel to it with most of the houses and apartments sharing similar
architecture. Nestled in a valley next to the mighty Peace River, it really was
beautiful. We kids had almost complete freedom to roam and play with our
friends wherever we wanted. Crime was almost non-existent. Our town was
tucked away out in the middle of nowhere, there were no main though-fares
connecting to anywhere of significance and since almost the entire town was
employed by BC Hydro there were almost no vagrants or undesirables.

The town of Hudson Hope has the distinction of being the third oldest
community in BC. The first white explorer through the area was Alexander
Mackenzie in 1793 on his journey up the Peace River, the only watercourse
that runs through the Rocky Mountains. He found only a few Indian teepees
along the banks where the town lies today. He noted in his diary how amazed
he was by the natural beauty, ruggedness and vast supply of natural resources
like Coal and Timber. By the early 1800’s the Peace River had become the
main trade route through the Rockies to posts in Fort Macleod and Ft. St.
James in New Caledonia.

A fort was built in 1805 by Simon Fraser was known as Rocky Mountain



Portage fort and was operated for a time by the Hudson’s Bay Company. New
Hudson Hope was built 12 miles further upstream around 1875. The name
Hudson Hope appears as early as 1869 but the origins of how the name came
about remain a mystery.

The population in the 1950’s was less than 100, but that all changed in the
mid 60’s with the construction of the WAC Bennett Dam.

We attended a brand new school that was built to look like three large tee
pees. The classrooms were all open to each other and were carpeted, not
something you see any more in modern schools. It made for a very homey,
comfortable atmosphere.

The teachers were often young people right out of University who had
been lured away from the big cities to try life in a small northern town. This
made for some pretty interesting characters for sure. There was Ms. Bull, who
wore miniskirts that were cut so high, we could see her underwear if she bent
over to help out a student in the row in front of you. And Ms. Jalak, a young
Philippine immigrant who was either sobbing openly while reading letters
from home at her desk or angrily attacking kids with the ‘A’ Encyclopedia
Britannica (the really thick one). I’ll never forget the large boom sound that
book made when it connected with some unfortunate kid’s head! She’d be fired
and probably jailed today, but back in 1968, that was how it was done.

There was even a bazaar character nicknamed ‘Tarzan’ who would show
up on the playground once in a while driving a dog sled team. He had huge
biceps that would pop out like a balloons when he flexed them, which we
constantly encouraged him to do. He lived in the hills somewhere nearby and
was rumored to be a trapper.

We lived in Hudson Hope from 1968 to 1972 and these were probably the
best years of my childhood. During that time JR met a young pilot named Tony
Wood, who owned a small plane, a Piper Tri Pacer. JR and Tony would go
flying together in the Tri Pacer and I recall a few occasions when my brothers
and I came along.

The Tri Pacer was a four passenger, tri-cycle gear airplane featuring a
steel tube fuselage and an aluminum frame wing, covered with fabric, much
like Piper’s most famous aircraft, the Cub and Super Cub.

An aircraft prized for its ruggedness, spacious cabin, and, for its time,
impressive speed, many Pacers continue to fly today. Factory installed 125 hp



(93 kW). 145 mph and 16500 feet was all this little guy could muster, but JR
quickly found a way to perform loops and 90 degree combat turns with it.
Something the people at Piper never designed it to do.

We borrowed Tony’s plane one day to fly to nearby Fort St John to visit
some family. As we were making our final approach into Fort St. John airport
a fierce thunderstorm hit the airport.

We made several passes by the runway, but the winds were so strong and
visibility so poor we couldn’t land. I could hear the tension starting to rise in
Carolee’s voice as she tried to persuade JR to abandon the trip and get out of
there.

But this is where JR loves to be, at the edge of the precipice. He made
one more attempt and put her down nice and easy. Carolee was almost giddy
with relief and she kissed him several times when we finally got out of the
plane and into a nice dry hanger. Several other pilots in the hanger came over
to JR and congratulated him on landing in such difficult conditions.

It clearly demonstrated that JR had a lot of finesse behind the controls of
an aircraft, but it also shows that he was willing to take chances and might be a
little too brave.

The first summer after we moved to Hudson Hope JR bought three horses.
We lived in a row house (townhouse) on the edge of town. The horses were
kept in a coral within easy walking distance of our house in an area known by
the local kids as ‘Devils Bush’.

Strains began to appear between my parents and loud arguments became
commonplace in our home. Carolee was a high energy person, easily excited
and quick to react. JR was by nature a calmer person than Carolee, but he was
sometimes cold to the point of ruthless. JR’s Mother was a force to be
reckoned with who worked hard as man and never complained. Growing up
around such a powerful woman left Jim somewhat ill-equipped to deal with
woman more delicate and less robust than his Mother and he quite often lacked
gentleness when dealing with his wife.

They were simply an odd match for each other; the city girl and the farm
boy. Carolee wanted to be taken out for dinner, to socialize, hold hands with
her husband and watch TV every night, like she had seen her parents do. But
JR’s priorities were to pour himself into his work, come home to a cooked
meal and then retreat to a quiet area of the basement to do more work till bed



time. The side by side row houses where we lived made it almost impossible
to hide the fact that they were having problems.

Carolee was really struggling with life in a small northern town thousands
of miles away from her family. She now had three young boys at home and no
help in the form of extended family nearby to support her. She poured herself
into her role as a mother and wife. Our house was spotless, she cooked
amazing meals and each morning she had all our lunches lined up on the
counter in our own personal lunch boxes.

She polished and scrubbed us kids so that we practically sparkled. I
remember noting how some of the other kids had ratty jeans on and messy hair.
Not us! We looked like we were going to church every day!

They were both good people; Christian, hardworking, focused on raising
a family. They weren’t alcoholics or unfaithful to each other, or have any of the
other traits that so often destroy marriages and families. They both had
extremely strong personalities and each tried very hard to control the
environment around them. They would have fights, Carolee would yell a lot
and the next day it would be forgotten.

I started to have serious fears and anxieties about death. After seeing a
girl my age that had been horribly burned, I became terrified that I too would
someday be burned in a fire. I was especially afraid of the house catching on
fire at night and burning me in my bed while I slept. This became a huge
problem for me and JR actually took me to a Doctor a few times to make sure I
didn’t have something physical wrong with me. My sense of well-being had
been compromised for some reason and I simply did not feel safe at times.
Looking back I can see that my fears were most likely related to my parent’s
arguing and tension in the home.

My childhood became a whole series of contrasts which made things very
confusing. On one hand I had an ideal upbringing; nice home, nice town, a
comfortable lifestyle, Christian parents, horses, snowmobiles, dogs, and on
and on. But on the other there was; constant fighting and tension in our home
fear of retribution by JR, fear of being screamed at, constant scolding and
correction. To the outside observer it might appear that everything was great
with our family, but on the inside all was not well.

There was corporal punishment to deal with as well. The norm for the
day was to spank the kids and JR was not squeamish when it came to laying on



the ‘black candy’, a 16 inch long by 3 inch wide strip of thick rubber some
kind soul gave us for a gift. It hung on the door of the fridge and to this day I
can clearly see that thing swaying back and forth each time someone went for a
jug of milk.

The local kids spent a lot of time playing in Devil’s Bush; building tree
forts, snaring rabbits, having war games, climbing trees, etc. This little eco
system was literally a stone’s throw from our neighborhood and was a fantastic
escape for me. The row houses were full of young families from all over the
world whose father’s had come to work at the Dam. This meant lots of kids our
age to play with and some pretty funny sounding accents. I loved the way the
Walters family from England talked.

My best friend was a kid from Holland, named Martin. They had strange,
but tasty things to eat over at their house. I can still taste little blue, yellow and
white candy things placed on a piece of white bread that had a heavenly crunch
when you bit in. There was never any shortage of friends or things to do. Our
biggest problem was dealing with the inconveniences of eating and sleeping.
Those activities seriously cut into our time outside and we had to be dragged
into the house each night for bed.

Devil’s Bush was at one end of our street and the Community pool was at
the other. We all got season passes and swam every day in the summer. On a
hot summer day the pool would be so packed it was almost impossible to find
an opening large enough to dive into. I can still recall the smell of chlorine
wafting towards me as I walked toward the pool and the surge of excitement
I’d feel anticipating my plunge into the clear blue water.

The winter of 1969, JR bought a brand new snowmobile, a Moto-Ski MS-
18 with a 500cc two cycle engine. It was bright orange with a long white vinyl
seat and it looked like a space ship to me. The latest, hottest technology at the
time it was crude compared to a modern machine. JR would pack Jim and me
on the seat behind him, or place one of us in front of him, and go for hours.
There was so much snow in those days, nothing like it is now. It would snow
so much over-night that in the morning all that could be seen in the parking lot
were white mounds where the cars were. Jim and I quickly learned how to
drive the big bulky sled. We were so young that we had to pull the start cord in
unison in order to get the thing running.

Jim and I joined the local minor Hockey League that winter as well. The



rink was outdoors with a crude little shack next to it for putting your skates on.
It was so small that everyone would be walking right on top of all your gear
from lack of floor space. But we loved it; often playing so long in the frigid
cold we could no longer feel our fingers and toes. Right from the beginning Jim
took to hockey in a big way. It was like a light bulb going on; he just knew he
was made to play this game.

There was a very strong sense of community that existed throughout the
town. Being small to begin with (pop. in the mid 60’s was about 2700) and
having the majority of the towns folks employed by the same company, meant
that it was easy to know almost everyone either directly or through association.
There was only one Elementary school, one skating rink, one pool, etc. it was
pretty hard not to know every kid in town your own age. There were a number
of kids that lived out of town on ranches, farms or outlying communities and
took a bus to school each day.

JR bought a large canoe so that we could traverse up and down the Peace
River. It had a transom for mounting a small outboard motor that allowed us to
go up stream against the strong current. The Peace is a big fast moving river
and winds its way through some of the most beautiful country in North
America. The river is 1180 miles long from its head at the Finlay River
located in the Rocky Mountains to where it drains into Lake Athabasca. The
rich soils along the Peace River valley have made it a hot spot for growing
wheat for over 100 years. We would explore up and down the river often
stopping at one of the many islands. Those are some of the fondest memories I
have of JR actually doing something with us. He took the time for us back in
those days, but the times were changing.

In December of 1968, we went to Florida to spend Christmas with my
mother’s parents who were retired there. It’s really the earliest recollection I
have of them and I was already 6 years old.
Carolee had effectively been cut off from her family when she married JR, and
the visits home for her would be few and far between as time went on.

We flew there via commercial airline and it was a major thrill for us kids.
By the time we arrived I knew all the names of the airliners, my favorite were
the Boeing 727. I remember steeping outside into the blazing Florida sun when
we arrived, still wearing my long johns under my jeans and being shocked at
how hot it was, when only the day before we had been tobogganing on a



wintery hillside at home.
While we were there the Apollo 8 spacecraft launched from nearby Cape

Canaveral Dec 21, 1968. It was significant as the first spacecraft to leave the
earth’s gravitational pull and travel to another celestial body, the moon. It was
also the first time man had an opportunity to see the back side of the moon,
which the astronauts did before returning to earth. JR went by himself very
early one morning and filmed the blast-off with his trusty super 8.

This was before the days of Disney World, but we went to Cocoa Beach,
Sea World and a Zoo where Jim and I were nearly thrown out for teasing a
very large Baboon. It was literally jumping 10 feet in the air and screaming
like a banshee on acid. We thought this was hilarious and egged him on,
although I now shudder to think what might have happen if that thing managed
to get out of its cage!

Over all it was a fantastic trip and we returned home to the land of ice
and snow.

JR upgraded the small pony I had been riding with another larger pony,
named Blackjack. We got him along with a hundred bales of hay for $100. He
was drop dead gorgeous and he and I became instant pals, although I think at
times it was a little one sided as he had a bad habit of bucking me off. We
didn’t get a saddle with him so I rode bareback and I rode so often I actually
wore holes through my pants and underwear. It was not unusual for me to pack
a lunch, take off on Blackjack and be gone for the entire day and I was not yet
10 years old.



FORT ST. JOHN, B.C.

Life in Hudson Hope was almost as perfect as it could get for a young
family, but the truth was JR was not happy at work. Far too ambitious and
independent to be harnessed by the politics of a large corporation like BC
Hydro, he longed for a challenge. One more child was born, a long awaited
daughter Kimberley, before JR quit BC Hydro in 1972 and we moved to the
larger nearby city of Fort St John, BC. JR bought a Radio Communications
business and re-named it NOCOM Industries Ltd.

I was not happy about the prospect of leaving our cozy little town and all
my friends. Fort St. John (population: less than 10000 in the early 70’s) is
located 60 miles downstream from Hudson Hope, on a plateau north of the
Peace River. The area is rich in natural resources (mainly oil and gas, timber
and hydroelectricity) as well as agricultural. More grain, forage, seed and
honey is produced here than anywhere else in BC. As the largest city in the
Peace region, Fort St. John functions as a service centre for smaller
communities. When we lived in Hudson Hope we often did our shopping in
Fort St. John as it was considered the nearest ‘big city’.

Carolee was equally not happy about the move. She had just gotten used
to the quaint little town, she had a nice home, her husband had a good steady
job with a big secure company and now all that was about to change. We were
going to live on acreage on the outskirts of town in an older two story house,
which Carolee hated with a passion. She thought it was a run-down piece of
junk. JR would run the business from a small shack next to the house.

But any reservations I had about moving were quickly dispelled when I
first saw the place. The property had a total of 80 acres that comprised grassy
meadows, thick pine forests, a small valley with a creek running thru it and
most important, three very cute girls living next door (we’ll get to that later).
Now we could keep our horses right next to the house, we had everything we
had in Hudson’s Hope and more. After some serious renovations on the house
the summer we moved in Carolee seemed a little happier with it.

The heart and soul of Fort St. John is the nearby Oil and Gas Industry and
life was good here in the early 70’s. JR’s business flourished as the town of
Fort St. John enjoyed a boom like had never been seen before. JR was now in
a position to purchase his first airplane, so he bought a Piper Tri Pacer similar



to the one Tony Woods owned.
The 60’s and 70’s were real boom years for private aircraft sales. World

War II reflected the sudden removal of economic and social pressures that kept
people from starting families, affording houses, cars, etc. The economic glow
of the fifties continued into the 60’s and early 70’s. Cessna and Piper aircraft
companies had been producing light aircraft specifically built for private
ownership since the 1920’s.

The Tri Pacer suddenly meant unlimited flying for JR for the first time in
his life. In the next two years we made so many flights in that little plane I
couldn’t count them all.

We flew everywhere and anywhere we could. Carolee was never crazy
about flying, but she tolerated it for JR’s sake. We kids, however, took to it
quite well. We enjoyed getting up in the air and shared our father’s enthusiasm
for the sport. Quite often he would land the Tri Pacer on the gravel road next to
our house and park it right in our driveway.

Perhaps the most enthusiastic pilot-to-be was my youngest brother Alan.
A mere 6 years old he would take over the controls and start jacking around
with the yoke. Jim and I would be screaming in the back seat for JR to take
back control of the airplane from the pint sized prop jockey. But he and Alan
would only howl at us with laughter like a couple of lunatics as we darted all
over the sky.

Strangely though, Alan’s stomach wasn’t as brave as he was and he would
usually end up wolfing his cookies. One of the strongest memories I have of
that Tri Pacer was the way it always smelled like puke every time I got in it.

The blue collar atmosphere in Fort St. John was alive with the hustle and
bustle of dirty oilfield trucks driving thru town. Shaggy haired teenagers
wearing jean jackets roamed the dusty streets, while 60’s and 70’s muscle cars
raced up and down Main Street. There was one radio station that played either
Anne Murray or Gordon Lightfoot over and over (at least it seemed like that).

I discovered rock and roll one night on a visit to a friend’s basement. He
had a poster of the Beatles on the wall of his bedroom, the one with the four
big head shots of John, Paul, George and Ringo from the Let it Be album. I was
10 years old but had never heard of them. He put on the LP and I was hooked
for life. It became a big bone of contention in our house as JR considered Rock
to be the Devil’s music and forbid us from listening to it.



Being a former member of the military, JR was none too fond of the ‘long
hairs’ either. He would wince whenever a hippy came into view. They
represented everything he despised about mankind; lazy, immoral, rebellious,
dirty, etc.

Our family was sitting in our station wagon outside the local Dairy
Queen, one sunny Sunday afternoon enjoying an ice cream, when two young
punks approached our car along the sidewalk. They had long, shaggy, hair,
jeans and one of them was wearing a black felt hat with silver studded stars on
it. Both men had a look of disdain that breathed contempt for society. One of
them noticed Carolee’s curious stare and hissed at her though the open window

“What the Fxxx are you staring at?”
With a startled grunt, JR launched himself out of the car while they

casually strolled away, completely unaware of the fury that had just been
unleashed. JR came up from behind them, grabbed the one with the potty mouth
and spun him around so fast his feet came off the ground and his hat went
flying. He then proceeded to give him a very stern scolding, all while holding
him off the ground and shaking him furiously. At 6 feet, 210 lbs with a military
buzz cut, and paddle-sized hands, JR could be a very scary guy. Gone, was the
cool swagger and this guy now looked completely terrified as he started
blubbering incoherent apologies, his eyes wild and his long straight hair
disheveled.

JR wasn’t a physically violent person, but he could be very intimidating,
both with his physical stature and his demeanor. In fact this was the only time I
ever witnessed him ‘apprehending’ someone. Usually just looking at someone
was enough to shut them up. He was very disciplined and had a strong sense of
right and wrong and situations like this sometimes exposed his low tolerance.



SMALL TOWN LIFE

Minor Hockey was huge in Fort St. John in those days. A new 1500 seat
Arena, The North Peace Rec Centre, built in the early 70’s was a mecca of
activity. Both Jim and I played on teams as did many of our friends.

If we weren’t playing with our teams we were playing street hockey, or
on a frozen dugout next to our house. Even if we weren’t playing we would
spend a lot of time down at the Arena watching games. Getting a hot chocolate
and fries with gravy while watching a game was pretty much as good as it gets.

We all collected hockey cards and were glued to the TV whenever
Hockey Night in Canada was on. My favorite team was the Boston Bruins; I
loved Bobby Orr and Phil Esposito.

My brother Jim was a much better hockey player than I was. He was big
for his age and even though he was a year younger, he was slightly bigger than
me throughout our childhood. Being the two oldest boys there was always a bit
of a power struggle going on between us. Given our near identical sizes it put
our clashes on an even scale. Sibling rivalry between two evenly matched
brothers can be loud and violent at times. It was a bazaar world that would see
Jim and I fight each other to the death one day over something trivial and then
risk our lives for each other the next day at school if one of us was in trouble. I
suppose we were simply following the natural instincts that tell us to compete
for parental resources but bond together and cooperate against non-family foes.
For the most part we got along well and did almost everything together. We
each had our own friends, but quite often we would gang together and do stuff
as a group.

The bush next to our property was my sanctuary as it had been in Hudson
Hope. But this new area was much bigger than Devil’s Bush and there was a
creek valley about a quarter mile from the house. It was much wilder and I
loved hanging out there. One thing that we didn’t have on the new acreage was
a lot of nearby friends. In Hudson Hope it was great in that you could step
outside the door and always run into a buddy to play with.

The only local playmates available to us now were a family with four
young girls who lived on an adjoining acreage, the Erickstads. Their ages
matched all of ours almost exactly! Their parents were of Scandinavian decent
and all four girls were cute little blondes. But as we soon found out, being cute



and blond did not make them delicate and fragile. The oldest one, Sandy, could
flip you onto your back and stomp your head faster than Bruce Lee. Of course
most of the time we deserved it by provoking her into violence and we would
groan and moan with sheer delight when she would finally snap on us.

We did everything with them that we would have done with boys and we
all became great friends. We had other friends that we met at school, but the
Erickstads remained our buddies right until we all grew up and moved away
from home.

We only had one TV channel in those days and JR was pretty strict about
us watching it. If we were lucky we could watch Bugs Bunny on Saturday night
and Walt Disney on Sunday night. Later on I was crazy for Six Million Dollar
Man as well. We were forbidden to listen to Rock and Roll so the only way we
would get a chance to hear some good music was either on the local radio or at
school

Jim always qualified to play on the ‘Rep’ hockey teams, which was a
level above the regular ‘House’ league where I played. The Rep teams played
a lot more and often traveled to other towns to play. They were a close knit
community of players and their parents. The same boys would play together
year after year and a lot of them were good friends.

The many road trips, early morning practices and frequent playing
schedule required a big commitment from the parents. My parents were no
exception, but the responsibility for Jim’s hockey fell primarily to Carolee.
She rarely missed a game and was by far the loudest fan there.

JR was getting extremely busy with NOCOM. He moved the business
from a shack in our yard to a large building in town. The building was a former
Chrysler dealership and had 8 large bays, a showroom in front and offices in
the back. It also came with a set of gas pumps out front.

In addition to the ever expanding Radio Communication business, JR now
included gas pump sales, bay rentals, light construction equipment and a Suzuki
motorcycle dealership. The economy was so strong it just seemed that
whatever venture JR pursued it turned to gold.

Jim and I loved hanging out at the ‘Shop’ as we all used to call it. Even at
our tender young ages of 11 and 12 we would work there doing whatever we
could; pumping gas, assembling new motorcycles, installing 2-way radio
systems in pickup trucks, washing the bays, etc. It was a healthy environment



for two young guys and we befriended most of JR’s staff. A lot of them became
like extended family members.

There was Al, a young red-headed Communication Technician, who had
extremely large lips and an even bigger heart. He would put up with most of
our antics and rarely lost his temper. But when he did finally snap, being a
pretty big guy, we fled in complete terror as if the boogey man himself were
after us.

There was also Alexa, the secretary. She was young, pretty, drove a bright
yellow Toyota Celica and Jim and I feel in love with her immediately. She
became like a big sister to us. She would tell us things our parents never
would. We would sit in her office for hours spell bound, hanging on her every
word.

We were young and full of mischief and the shop provided a great place
to get into all kinds of things. The attic was a favorite hangout for us. It was
huge and had all kinds of junk stored there from the Chrysler Dealer days. We
would spend hours snooping around looking for anything interesting.

We attended Church twice every Sunday at Gospel Tabernacle. The
Church was very important to us. Most of my parent’s friends attended Church.
Practically all of the socializing we did as a family was either at Church
events or with other Church members. Jim and I attended Boys Brigade, which
is a Christian version of Boy Scouts.

One day the pastor’s wife approached JR and asked him if his feet were
ok. She had a dream about him the night before where she saw him sitting in a
wheelchair, looking down at his feet and then leaping up and exclaiming

“They’re healed, they’re healed”.
The dream had been so real for her that she felt compelled to talk to him

about it. JR assured her that his feet were just fine. Little did we know what
was about to happen and her dream would take on new meaning.

But for now life was extremely busy and full for everyone. There was
hardly a spare moment for any of us each day from morning till night. I feel so
sorry for kids today; their worlds are centered for the most part on the TV,
computers and video games. We were so naïve by today’s standards and I
actually think that’s better in the long run. Kids today have too much



information and it’s too easy to access it. We worked and played hard from
morning till night and slept like logs when our heads hit the pillow.

We continued to enjoy the Tri Pacer as much as we could, but that all
came to an end one day in July 1973.

A friend of JR’s, Ernie Fuhr, who owned a honey farm and had recently
become a partner with JR in the ownership of the Tri-Pacer, asked JR to fly
with him to deliver two bee hives at a remote field location where he had a
large group of hives. The sealed hives would fit neatly into the back seat of the
Tri Pacer.

JR agreed and they took off on a warm summer evening right after supper
with Ernie behind the controls. When they arrived at the field location, they
made a few cautionary passes to scope out the landing area.

It looked pretty good, the approach had lots of room and the field was
wide and spacious. The grass was about two feet high and there was a vague
road down the center of it. So Ernie lined up, reduced power, dropped flaps
and greased it down real nice, landing with a slight bump. Everything was
going great, Ernie feathered the brakes and was nicely shedding speed when
the front nose gear dropped into a deep mud hole and the next instant the plane
flipped onto its back.

Hanging from their seat belts the two men were immediately alerted to a
very loud buzzing sound. The hives in the back seat had burst open on impact
and the bees were not happy about getting jolted. Bees aren’t all that cuddly at
the best of times and these bees were seriously ticked off! Both men got
upholstery stuck under their finger nails trying to get out of that plane fast
enough! Thankfully no one was injured, except for a few bee stings and maybe
JR’s pride, but the Tri Pacer was a right off.

But that didn’t deter JR and Ernie for one second from getting another
airplane. As soon as they had the insurance money they bought another Tri
Pacer. This one was newer and had more power than the old one. It was real
pretty; the graphics were more modern and brighter, plus it had color matching
wheel skirts, which gave it a sophisticated look.

In the fall of 1974 NOCOM was going gang busters and JR was working
7 days a week. He would be gone before we got up in the morning for school
each day at 7am. He would come home for supper, then go back to work right
afterward and stay until after we had all gone to bed. I’m not sure when he



finally came home each night. But the killer pace was starting to take its toll.
Carolee had become effectively a single parent to four kids, living on a

dirty acreage in an unfinished house. She was missing her family back east as
the visits to see them had become few and far between over the years. She
came from a very close knit family where her parents, she and her sister were
inseparable.

JR’s tough upbringing coupled with four years of strict military training
had hardened him somewhat; he wasn’t exactly Mr. Rogers. He had a tendency
to view almost everyone he met as weaker than himself.

JR didn’t exactly ‘coddle’ his wife either. Men of his generation had a
completely different outlook towards their wives than men today. He expected
her to do what was required of her and not complain about it. But it must have
seemed to her at times a very dreary existence indeed. She wanted to have a
husband who would be at home every night, spend time with her, and take her
out once in a while.

The shouting and arguments between them escalated. Both parents were
stretched to the breaking point and it seemed neither one could get any relief.
Things got so bad one night that after a heated, loud discussion Carolee
stormed outside our house and attempted to enter JR’s workshop and do the
book-keeping (she had been waiting for three days to leave on a family
vacation that JR kept delaying). The shop door was locked and in complete
frustration she smashed a window with her bare hand and sliced her wrist
open.

The whole incident was downplayed and never discussed again. But the
sight of the very large bandage on my Mother’s hand for the next few weeks
served as a grim reminder of the troubles that existed in our family. But I
noticed that JR started coming home earlier at night after that and they seemed
closer for a while.

JR was an extremely hard man both on himself and the people around him.
He drove himself at a merciless pace trying to make his life a success and put
his poor upbringing well behind him. This made him a very good provider and
we lacked absolutely nothing as kids. He exposed us to every opportunity
imaginable and made sure that we were always busy. We had snowmobiles,
dirt bikes, horses, dogs, space to roam, a beautiful house to live in, everything
a young kid could possibly want and more.



He also taught us many things, sometimes against our will. Between the
acreage and the business there was a seemingly endless amount of things that
needed to be done, everything from; building construction, concrete work,
landscaping, farming, mechanical repair, cleaning, sweeping, mowing, garbage
removal, and on and on. We had to work almost every Saturday and the only
way we could see our friends was to entice them to come and work alongside
with us. Although we resented being so busy and being forced to perform
menial tasks (which we quite often didn’t understand the purpose of) both of us
carried these lessons and work ethic with us into our adulthood. Jim and I
quickly discovered as we got older that we could do things and knew about
things that most of our peers didn’t. We both owe those qualities to JR and we
are now both grateful for it (but at the time, not so much).

What we sometimes lacked from JR was perhaps the most important;
empathy, patience, understanding, support, acceptance for who we were. His
personality didn’t allow for anyone who may have deviated from what he
viewed as the ‘right’ way. This trait was less noticeably to us when we were
young but as we started to get older and approached the teen years we began to
clash more and more. He had a very damaging tendency to berate and put
people down; almost viewing this as his responsibility to help people see the
errors of their ways. He would do it in a matter of fact manner; in the same
way he might tell someone they had a flat tire.

He spent lots of time with us, but it was always centered around work.
We had to accompany him almost everywhere he went and be ready at a
moment’s notice to ‘assist’ him. He expected us to be on constant standby and
essentially read his mind in order to know what thing he needed help with next.
One time while ‘helping’ him with repairs on a barb-wire fence, in the freezing
rain, he hit me with the large, steel fence post plyers across the back of my legs
because I failed to hand him a new fence staple quick enough.

To the people of Gospel Tabernacle he was a model Christian whom
everyone admired immensely. He was a very devout Christian and studied the
Bible intensely. When he spoke at Church or in our home in front of guests,
people would hang on his every word mesmerized by his deep knowledge and
interpretation of the scriptures. He donated a lot of money to the Church and
opened our home to traveling pastors or special guests. Those who stayed with
us always marveled at how beautiful our home was and how generous my



parents were.
It was of paramount importance to my parents that they project an image

of blissful happiness; a perfect marriage, successful business, happy well-
adjusted kids, a pristine home, etc. Both of my parents had a lot of pride and
worked extremely hard trying to maintain that image of happiness and success
to everyone, including their own families.

My night fears about being burned alive had subsided somewhat, but I
was having more and more clashes with JR. He was extremely controlling and
there was no detail about our lives that he did not try to dictate. Our household
was extremely strict and there were so many rules we often had trouble
remembering them all and of course there was the ‘black candy’ for when we
stepped across the line, which was often

Most of our clashes were about me not conforming to his idea of how I
should act, talk, work, etc. I was a very strong willed child, even at 11 years
old and he used his considerable powers of persuasion to try to contain me.
But the more he pushed the harder I would pull back and soon we were locked
in a power struggle. I remember riding home in the back of the car one day
from Church and being filled with overwhelming despair and wishing I could
leave home. Looking back it seems crazy how someone living in such a
seemingly ideal situation could have such feelings, but I had moments of
tremendous unhappiness and probably didn’t fully understand why for the most
part.



THE CRASH

It was during the rather busy, stressful period of our lives that my parents
first learned of an upcoming Hockey tournament that Jim’s team would be
playing in soon. The tournament would be held in Prince George, BC, a town
located south of Fort St. John. Normally JR would never consider going away
for a weekend with Jim’s team as he was simply too busy. But Carolee asked if
he would consider flying them there in the Tri Pacer and of course that was too
irresistible for him to decline. Besides, getting away from the business for a
few days might be a welcome relief, so he agreed to go.

The tournament would run from Friday, Nov 22nd thru Sunday, Nov 24th,

1974. Arrangements were made to have a babysitter stay with me and my two
younger siblings, Alan now 8 and 3 year old Kim, for the weekend. The
babysitter’s name was Arlene Langerud and she was the 19 year old daughter
of some friends from church.

Once the decision was made to go away for the weekend, there was a
great deal of excitement. Carolee was ecstatic about the prospect of getting
away from the day to day grind of running a large household. She could relax
with her husband; they could go out for dinners together and watch Jim’s
games.

They packed up their luggage and loaded it into the Tri Pacer. Jim, along
with his bulky hockey equipment, travelled on the chartered team bus and
would not be flying with them on this leg of the trip.

The Tri Pacer has only a small storage compartment behind the rear seats
and JR wanted to keep the weight as low as possible. He already had some
emergency equipment stored there as well as tie-down straps and wheel
chocks.

Prince George is only 176 miles due south as the crow flies from Fort St.
John, but in between the two cities lays the Rocky Mountains. There is a major
highway that runs thru a pass in the mountains, called the Pine Pass. Elevation
in the pass rises to a max height of 2970 feet. The highest peak along the route
was approximately 8000 feet above sea level. This wouldn’t be a problem for
the Tri Pacer with its 16000 foot ceiling, but the weather in November along
this range can be very unpredictable. Legally he couldn’t go above 10000 feet
without oxygen and if he did fly above that height the passengers would be at



risk for hypoxia (a shortage of oxygen in the bloodstream).
Flying a light aircraft in these regions can be very unforgiving. Weather

changes can be quick and violent. Not having the ability to fly high, above a
bad weather system, puts a lot more emphasis on knowing what the weather is
going to be like before you leave.

On this trip JR would be flying VFR, which stands for Visual Flight
Rating. What this means is that he must have visual contact with the ground at
all times and use maps to navigate (along with the aid of some instruments in
the cockpit). The Tri Pacer wasn’t equipped with the costly IFR (Instrument
Flight Rating) instrumentation required and JR didn’t have the IFR
endorsement on his private pilot’s license either.

At this time in his flying experience he had been flying for over 18 years.
He was an accomplished pilot and was about to have his skills tested to the
breaking point.

They took off on a cold, clear, sunny afternoon Nov 22nd, 1974 from Fort
St. John airport. His flight plan called for flying straight across the mountain
range at just under 10000 feet.

Flying time was just under two hours and they arrived in Prince George at
2pm. It was an uneventful flight but secretly Carolee was relieved to have this
leg of the trip over. Now that they had arrived she could relax and enjoy the
rest of the weekend.

The weekend passed by pleasantly enough; Jim’s team played 3 games on
Friday and Saturday, the parents got some rest, did some shopping and watched
Jim’s games. Carolee was having a wonderful time and before she knew it,
Sunday had arrived, the day to go back home.

Jim had one final game to play for the tournament championship Sunday
morning. JR wanted to be in the air as early as possible to ensure arriving in
Fort St. John well before night-fall. As they watched Jim’s game Sunday
morning along with the other parents, conversations turned to concerns about
the deteriorating weather. Outside it was grey, cold and it had started to snow
lightly. Carolee was relying 100% on JR’s assessment of the situation, but
hearing everyone talking about it started to make her nervous. Some of the
other parents were concerned and offered to drive Carolee and Jim back to
Fort St. John. But she politely declined, assuring everyone that they would be
fine. By flying they would be home long before anyone who had to drive the 6



hours through the Pine Pass.
Looking back it’s easy to ask, why didn’t they just stay one more day and

fly when the weather was better? But at the time there was great pressure on
each of them to get home that day.

JR had a very busy Monday planned at work. He had meetings planned
with important clients that he had to attend. He had enjoyed the weekend break
but was now itching to get back to work. Carolee had to get three kids ready
for school and out the door in the morning. She was hoping to do some laundry
when she got home and Arlene Langerud, our babysitter, was only available
until Sunday afternoon.

It happens to a lot of people, we get caught up in our everyday lives. We
can’t always see the big picture and tend to focus on each moment. What seems
to important right now, won’t amount to a hill of beans in 50 years, but no one
thinks that way when conducting their daily lives. Staying another day just
wasn’t an option, so after the game they headed to the airport.

Carolee was usually filled with a small amount of apprehension
whenever she was about to fly and this trip was no different. Because we were
not designed to fly like birds, whenever we get into a “flying machine” we
have to confront our deepest fears of human vulnerability. It’s not so much that
flying is “unnatural,” but that in finding ourselves way up in the sky, sealed in a
machine, we can hear our deepest whisperings of vulnerability more clearly
than anywhere else.

They loaded their bags; Jim pulled and stored the wheel chocks while JR
warmed up the engine. JR and Carolee were in the front, with JR on the left
(pilot’s seat). Jim would have the two back seats to himself.

Unfortunately, because of the low cloud cover they would not be able to
soar at 10000 feet like they did on the trip down. Instead JR would have to
follow highway 97 back along the Pine Pass.

They took off into the grey sky; heat from the engine poured into the cabin
and that coupled with the steady drone of the Lycoming quickly put Jim to
sleep. With his seat belt fastened he slumped over the vacant seat to his right
and dozed off, lost in dreams of NHL glory.

Carolee soon succumbed to the warm environment as well and fell
asleep. Since she had to remain in an upright position, her head fell forward
onto her chest. JR was now left alone to concentrate on the task at hand and he



had his hands full indeed.
His first priority was to climb as high as he could while still maintaining

visual contact with the ground. This turned out to be only about 4000 feet
above sea level, a mere 1000 feet above the ground. Next he located Highway
97, swung over top of it and started to follow it. He had to keep his eyes glued
outside in order to navigate and only glanced at his instruments every now and
then. Once he picked up the highway and was in full cruise mode he relaxed
his grip on the control yoke a little.

Flying into bad weather is not for the faint of heart at the best of times.
Flying VFR in bad weather with a small low powered aircraft can be
completely terrifying. If visibility is lost the only reference a pilot has are his
instruments to stay straight and level. But this can become very disorienting as
there is strong tendency to ignore instrumentation and follow your instincts.

Not only was JR facing limited visibility on this trip, it was also very
cold out, 5°F (-15° C) and there was a risk of ice forming on the wings. When
an airplane is in the air, traveling at over 100 mph, snow blows right over the
wings. It’s not a concern.

But ice is another story. In certain conditions, ice can form rapidly. If as
little as half an inch of ice builds up on the wings, it changes the shape of the
wing. The change in shape means that air no longer glides smoothly over and
under the wing. That reduces lift. Without enough lift, it’s hard to keep the
plane aloft.

Smaller planes with propellers don’t have the heat from a jet engine to
warm the wings. Instead, many small planes have what are called ‘deicing
boots’. They inflate with air to knock off ice from the leading edge of the
wings. The propeller is heated by an electric de-icer that heats the blades.
However, the Tri Pacer had none of these safety devices.

It quickly became apparent that icing was going to be a problem on this
trip. The windscreen, which had been wet during take-off, now had a thin layer
of ice.

Pilots of all sizes of aircraft say that if icing issues are taken care of,
winter flying is great. Cold air is denser than warm air, so engines perform
better. In warmer weather, air turbulence can upset stomachs and make jittery
passengers even more nervous. In winter, the air is smooth.

Rough air was not JR’s concern right now and his passengers slept



soundly as he wrestled with his growing concern about the ice forming on his
wings

When JR was approximately 50 miles northeast of Prince George it began
to snow in earnest and visual contact with the ground was becoming more and
more difficult. He was flying through scattered low lying clouds and would
actually lose sight of the ground periodically. This coupled with the thickening
ice on his windscreen forced him to consider abandoning his flight plan. He
radioed Prince George flight control for a local weather update. Conditions in
the Prince George area had deteriorated significantly since they had taken off.

At this point he had two choices; return to Prince George and try again the
next day or take a different route and try to make it home.

Once again it’s important to understand how driven JR was to get back to
his responsibilities and obligations in Fort St. John. He was not the type of
person to give up on anything easily and he wasn’t about to let this weather
beat him now.

Pilots are wired different than other people. What some people might call
the ‘right stuff’ others might call ‘crazy’. But a pilot is someone who is willing
to take certain risks. They also take a lot of pride in safely bringing an aircraft
through a difficult situation and living to tell about it. The old adage that flying
is mostly boring and uneventful punctuated by a few moments of sheer terror
was probably first spoken by a pilot who actually looked forward to those
moments. And those few moments are most likely why he became a pilot to
begin with. Hurtling one’s self through the air against the laws of gravity is
definitely not for people who are easily frightened.

If flying was easy and predictable then everyone would do it and there
would be very little thrill in it. It’s because it has certain dangers associated
with that adventurers are drawn to it.

Well JR certainly enjoyed a good adventure and this flight was shaping up
to be a real good one. He had flown around this part of the country for years
and knew about the Monkman pass. This pass crosses the same mountain
system as the Pine Pass but is located further south.

He would have to make a hard right turn and head straight east to enter
this pass. He made the decision to change the flight plan and radioed his new
course to Prince George air traffic control.

He quickly dug out another set of maps from a pouch next to his knees,



plotted a route and turned the control yoke towards his new heading. Within a
few minutes the ice on his windscreen started to break-up a little, to his great
relief. It wasn’t easy trying to study a map in the dim lit cockpit while trying to
fly in a heavy snow squall at low altitude. Just getting to the correct valley for
the entrance to the Monkman Pass in these conditions would be a challenge in
itself.

His first objective was to locate and enter the Monkman pass valley
which is located between two 6500 foot high mountains. To get there he would
follow the McGregor River, no easy task. But he managed to find the river and
within 45 minutes he entered the pass between the two peaks.

There is a river running through the center of the Pass and 27 miles up the
valley past the entrance is Monkman Lake.

As he approached the lake the snow was getting heavier and heavier.
Soon he found himself in near white-out conditions. He was paying strict
attention to his compass, attitude indicator and altimeter, praying that he would
end up over the lake he was heading for.

He was being forced lower and lower to the ground in order to see it.
Soon he was buzzing the tree tops and it was still difficult to see.

He had been in tense situations while flying many times before and
always came through unscathed.

One time he was flying VFR along the Alaska Highway a mere 300 feet
off the ground. It was summertime and a fierce thunderstorm was bouncing the
rented Super Cub he was flying up and down like a yoyo. One jolt was so
violent that it dislodged the main battery in the compartment behind him. It fell
over on its side and the terminals began shorting out on the aluminum plating
inside the plane. The sparks were flying and the smell of Hydrogen gas filled
the cockpit. JR knew that the venting battery could explode at any second.

He immediately dove onto the hi-way below him and came in for an
emergency landing. He touched down and luckily there were no vehicles on the
road.

As he taxied around a long bend a Texaco gas station came into view. He
swung into the parking lot and came screeching to halt. He jumped out, ran to
the back of the plane, ripped open the rear compartment door and grabbed the
battery just in time. He was in plain view of the gas station’s restaurant and
several diners were pressed against the window watching in disbelief.



After borrowing a wrench to re-secure the battery, he waved at the
bewildered diners and took off across the parking lot (the Piper Super Cub
only needs about 200 feet), and continued on his way.

But this situation was different as he had his wife and son with him. After
a few tense moments, he finally found what he was looking for, Monkman
Lake! It stood out as a large wide open white area, against the sea of trees. As
soon as he was over the lake he cranked the Tri Pacer into a hard left hand turn
and began to circle.

He was now in a full blown white out. He could barely see the tips of his
wings. He was only able to catch glimpses of the shoreline periodically as he
searched in desperation for the entrance to the Monkman River feeding into the
north end of the lake. The river would lead him almost all the way home and he
planned to follow it.

Circling 100 feet over the lake in a whiteout was extremely difficult. He
wanted to climb higher, but each time he pulled back on the yoke the ground
would disappear and he was forced to descend.

As an aircraft banks into a turn it loses altitude. With the heavy falling
snow and a white void below, JR had to keep glancing at his altimeter while
trying to look for the river mouth, which was also white. He could feel the
sweat starting to trickle down the back of his neck and his hands were gripping
the control yoke and throttle knob so tight his knuckles were white. If only he
could find that river, they would have a good chance of coming through this.

Then suddenly by some miracle he caught a glimpse of the river to his
right as he whizzed by it! It was too late for him to turn towards it so he
continued the turn he was in. He planned to come around 360 degrees, but a
little wider this time, and shoot straight for the river and follow it out.

He was excited now, he was so close to beating this situation, they would
make it and he would just chock this whole nightmare up to another wild ride.

He concentrated intensely on making the turn, watching his altitude and
getting ready to straighten out and line up for the river. He could feel his pulse
racing with excitement. He was literally less than 50 feet above the frozen lake
now. The blinding snowstorm coupled with the whiteness of the background
made it almost impossible to establish where the surface of the lake was, he
was literally guessing now. The altimeter on his instrument panel told him how
high he was above sea level, not the ground below him.



But even still, everything was going perfectly; the plane banked in a steep
turn, he was getting close to where he saw first the river so he started nudging
the wheel to straighten out. He cast a quick glance at his instruments and
noticed that he had lost a little altitude…..he just started to ease back on the
yoke a little….WHAM!

In the next instant his world exploded in a fury of broken Plexiglas,
twisted steel, searing pain and then cold silence.

….I awoke with a jolt, confused and scared. I had been having a terrible
dream about my parents missing. I sat up and started to shake the fear gripping
my chest, the events of the previous night started to seep in. As my head started
to clear, to my dismay I realized that I wasn’t dreaming; my parent’s plane was
missing and I had fallen asleep in my clothes.

I jumped up and raced to the kitchen just in time to see our babysitter’s
mother hang up the phone. She turned to me and said

“That was Search and Rescue, they’re going to start looking for them
now”

I looked out the window. The storm from yesterday was gone and today it
clear and calm. Normally I would be getting ready for school right about now,
but that wasn’t going to happen on this day.

The first signs that something might be wrong came at around 5pm the
night before. JR had told us they would be home around 4pm on Sunday. They
were now an hour late and I asked Arlene where she thought they might be. She
said she didn’t know - maybe they stopped for some groceries on the way
home from the airport or something. In the days before cell phones, it was
sometimes hard to know where people were. 6pm came and went and it was
now pitch dark outside. Arlene warmed up some Ham that she had made at
lunch and gave us a quick supper. I could tell she was getting anxious about
having to stay so late. She kept looking out the window in the kitchen at the
driveway with her arms folded. She had a job to go to in the morning and most
likely wanted to get home and get ready for the evening.

I suggested that she call JR’s cousin, Brian Shevkenek, who I knew
worked at the airport for then CP Air as a ticket agent. Maybe he can find out if
they had at least landed. She thought that was a good idea and quickly grabbed
a phone book to look up the number. She spoke to Brian and he knew nothing,
but promised he would try and find something out when he got a chance.



That meant more waiting and I was getting seriously perturbed about it.
Boy was I going to give it to them when they finally came through the door!
They probably had so much fun all weekend that they completely forgot about
us kids left behind and were in no hurry to return home. Jim was so lucky; he
was always going on cool trips like this one. He would go away and play
hockey, while I would be stuck at home usually doing some demeaning,
mindless task for JR.

In some ways I felt that Jim was the favored child, the gifted golden boy.
There was such an air of competition between us that it’s not surprising I felt
that way. He was always trying to outdo me and he put so much energy into it.

Brian finally called us back. All he could find out was that JR had
changed his flight plan after he left Prince George. Brian was going to keep
digging and call us back later that night. When Arlene got off the phone she told
me she couldn’t stay any longer and was going to call her mother to come over.

For the first time it started to sink in that maybe, just maybe something had
gone wrong and I thought about the eerie feeling I had earlier that day on the
snowmobile. I had a very hard time allowing that thought into my mind. JR was
an excellent pilot, we were a Christian family, in fact we were blessed, and
there was no way something bad could happen to us!

It was dark outside and I knew that JR couldn’t fly at night. They were on
the ground somewhere, but it wasn’t at Fort St. John airport. So where were
they? And why didn’t they call?!?!

Arlene’s mother, Helen, arrived a short time later and Arlene said
goodbye and left. Helen was a good friend of my parents and we knew her
very well. Her nature was usually very reserved, but tonight she seemed a little
tense as well. She tried to smile and put us at ease, but I could sense her
uneasiness.

The two younger kids Alan and Kim were somewhat oblivious to what
was going on; they were only 8 and 3 years old. Other than asking a few times
where Carolee and JR were, they carried on in their usual manner. Around
9pm they both went to bed and fell fast asleep. I stayed up and waited with
Helen for the phone to ring.

Brian finally called at 10:30pm. He said that Carolee and JR’s
whereabouts were unknown; nothing could be done as it was now dark and that
Search and Rescue would start looking in the morning if they haven’t shown



up.
That was little relief for us and Helen suggested I try and get some sleep.

It might be a long day tomorrow. I went to my bedroom and got down on my
knees next to my bed. I folded my hands in front of me and prayed as earnestly
and sincerely as I possibly could. I really wanted God to get this message. I
asked him to take care of Mom, Dad and Jim wherever they are. It sounded so
strange saying ‘wherever they are’.

I finished praying and crawled up onto my bed. I was very conscious of
the empty bed next to mine. Jim and I quite often lay awake at night talking for
hours until JR would threaten us with a short lifespan. How I wished I could
talk to him right now. I finally fell into a restless sleep wondering over and
over where they could be….



THE SEARCH BEGINS

The nearest Search and Rescue branch of the Canadian Armed forces
(SARS) was located in Comox, B.C., which is on the east coast of Vancouver
Island. Two aircraft were dispatched at first light on Monday morning; a
Buffalo aircraft and a Labrador helicopter.

The de Havilland Canada DHC-5 Buffalo is a short takeoff and landing
(STOL) utility transport, a turboprop version developed from the earlier
piston-powered DHC-4 Caribou. The aircraft has extraordinary STOL
performance, able to take off in distances much shorter than even light aircraft
can manage.

A CP Air Boeing 737 airliner enroute to Vancouver, BC had picked up an
ELT signal during the night. The pilot had not been able to pin point the exact
source of the signal. But that information coupled with JR’s flight plan gave the
searchers a starting point.

Emergency Locator Transmitters (ELT’s) are required for most general
aviation aircraft. They emit a signal on 121.5 MHz, modulated by a distinctive
siren-like sound. This signal can be readily detected by any aircraft flying
over-head monitoring 121.5 MHz if it’s within range and is within line of sight.
If properly maintained, ELT’s with serviceable batteries should provide
continuous operation for at least 48 hours at a wide range of temperatures.

The ELT signal had provided a general area for starting the search. But
this particular search had a number of difficult factors to contend with.

First and foremost was the weather. On the morning of the search, the
skies were grey and cloudy over the search area with only a 200 foot ceiling. It
was snowing heavily with temperatures hovering around 14°F (-10° C). It
would be very difficult to spot anything on the ground with such poor visibility
in the vastness of the Canadian Rockies.

Given that this was November, daylight was a problem as well. At that
latitude there was only about 7 hours of daylight at this time of year. Timely
rescue was extremely important as the search would be called off when it got
dark. That would mean injured or freezing crash victims would be exposed for
another very long cold night outside.

The search area itself provided its own problems. Unpopulated, with no
road access there was virtually no chance of getting any ground assistance. The



terrain was extremely rough with steep, rocky slopes. Almost every square
foot of ground was covered in a thick layer of trees.

But the Canadian Armed forces SARS do this for a living and they are
experts at it. In a situation like this it’s not unusual for civilian aircraft to also
get involved. But the low clouds and dangerous flying conditions rightfully
kept any private plane owners from joining this search.



 

….The only sound he could hear was the whining of the gyro instruments
and the wind gently whispering through a broken window.

Gone now was the steady roar of the engine and the bouncing motion of
the plane as it flew. Everything was perfectly still now.

A sudden gust of cold air and snow hit his face and he struggled to clear
his head. He slowly opened his eyes and tried to focus on the instrument panel
in front of him. Searing pain gripped his head and face.

He turned his head quickly to his right to where Carolee was sitting. He
saw that she was slumped forward with her chest on her knees and she wasn’t
moving. Her head was completely hidden down in the foot well of the plane.

With great apprehension he reached over, gently took hold of the back of
her parka and pulled her back. Her head flopped backward against the right
side of the passenger door like a rag doll. Her face was turned away from him,
but he could see that her dark hair was shiny with fresh blood from a large cut
on the side of her head.

At the moment of impact, Carolee had been flung face first into the
aluminum instrument panel. Shoulder retraining seat belts were not required in
light aircraft in the 1970’s. She was only wearing a lap seat belt like the other
passengers. She was unconscious but to JR’s relief he could hear her deep
breathing, along with gurgling noises.

JR he ran his tongue along the inside of his mouth he knew something
wasn’t right, but he had other concerns at the moment.

He looked towards the back seat area where Jim was sitting. He was in
the same position he had been before the crash. Sitting with his seat belt on and
slumped over the vacant seat to his right. JR reached over and nudged his
shoulder a few times.

Jim stirred and sat up with a slight groan. He opened his eyes and could
see his Dad in front of him. He was having trouble focusing and could only
make out JR’s silhouette, but he could hear his voice clearly. He was repeating

“Jimmy, can you hear me, Jimmy can you hear me?”
The stark contrast of being in a nice warm cozy airplane a few moments

ago to where he found himself now was over-whelming.



He strained to look harder at JR and could see his mouth moving as he
talked. Still a little out of it Jim was having trouble seeing clearly and it
looked like JR had two mouths. Jim asked him

“Dad, is this a dream?”
JR replied
“No Son…. we’ve crashed”.
Hearing those words coming from his no-nonsense father, hit him like a

ton of bricks and his heart skipped a beat. Both of those strange mouths moved
when he spoke as if he were in slow motion that only added to the surreal
dream-like feeling Jim was having. He still had a hard time believing that this
was real and he really hoped it wasn’t.

JR turned around and grabbed the radio mic and keyed it several times
waiting for the familiar echo response over the loud speaker that would follow
each press of the button. But he quickly realized that the plane had no power
and everything electrical was dead. He guessed that the plane’s plastic battery
shell had most likely been destroyed it the crash.

After looking around at the scene in front of him JR realized that they
were in the middle of Monkman Lake. They had survived the crash, but they
were far from safe. It was getting dark and he knew they had to get out of the
plane and get some kind of shelter quick.

His first task was to somehow get out thru the only door on the aircraft,
which is on the front passenger side. That would involve moving Carolee’s
limp form out of the way first. He twisted his body towards her in preparation
for lifting her, when he realized something was wrong. Both his legs below his
knees felt limp and numb. He had dull pain, but it wasn’t excruciating.
Something was also wrong with his right wrist. It didn’t look too bad, just a
little swelling, but it had no strength in it.

To this day he is unsure how he managed to get both himself and Carolee
out. He laid his still unconscious wife onto the snow beneath the overhead
wing.

He focused back to his own physical state for a second and was curious
why he was having such a hard time swallowing and talking. He reached up to
his chin with his hand and discovered a large gash, 3 or 4 inches wide and it
was packed full of something hard. It was protruding out from his face and was
causing a lot of discomfort. After gently fingering the area a little he realized



calmly that the ‘something hard’ things were his teeth. He reached into the large
gash and proceeded to flick his teeth out onto the snow. Most of the teeth still
had a good portion of his gums attached.

Strangely he felt very little emotion as he did this. Adrenaline and shock
had taken over. He simply completed the grisly task and turned his attention
back to the situation at hand.

He quickly assessed the damage to the plane itself. The Tri Pacer was
sitting on its belly; the landing gear had been completely ripped off. Most of its
plexi-glass windows were cracked or broken and the propeller blade was bent
beyond description. However the wings, fuselage and tail section were all still
completely intact. As he was coming out of the final turn towards the river, the
landing gear caught the deep heavy snow of the lake and flung the plane into the
ice at over 100 miles per hour.

He could still hear the gyros from outside as he surveyed the cold,
desolate area surrounding him. They were in deep, deep trouble.

The one thing going in their favor was their strong young bodies. Both of
my parents were 35 years old and extremely fit and healthy. Jim was a young
athlete and all three could take a lot of punishment if it came to that.

It was already too late in the day for a rescue and that they would be
spending the night where they were. Jr had been a ‘bush man’ all his life. He
had training in the military and with BC Hydro for survival in the outdoors.
The first priority was to get shelter and warmth before night set in. In the
storage compartment of the plane he had; two down filled sleeping bags, one
parachute, one tarpaulin and a hand-held ELT.

This hand-held ELT was in addition to the mandatory one that was
installed in the tail-section of the Tri Pacer. That one went off automatically on
impact and would send out signals for 24 to 48 hours before the battery died.
Being an electronics whiz JR had brought a second device and it had a manual
on-off switch.

Unfortunately JR was dressed more for business than survival outside in
the middle of nowhere. He had on light dress slacks (without long underwear),
a light sweater, a waist length fall leather jacket, light leather dress gloves and
cowboy boots! Both his feet were already so swollen he could feel his boots
starting to bulge.

Carolee was dressed much better; she had a heavy down-filled parka that



extended below her knees, felt-lined winter boots that came half-way up her
calves and fur-lined leather gloves. JR was very grateful that she was so
sensible when it came to dressing for outdoors.

Jim was also in much better shape clothing-wise. He had on a thick,
heavy parka, long johns under his jeans, heavy felt-lined snowmobile boots
and big snowmobile mitts. This was typical outdoor attire for us kids in the
wintertime.

JR decided to retrieve the emergency equipment from the Tri Pacers
luggage compartment on the left side of the aircraft. But as he tried to stand up
and walk his legs wouldn’t support him. He fell into the deep snow up to his
chest and ended up crawling on his hands and knees. He removed a large
canvas bag out of the compartment and dragged it and himself back over to the
passenger side of the aircraft.

JR quickly set to work. He laid down the tarp put the sleeping bags on top
of it and slung the parachute over the wing to make a tent. Thankfully the Tri
Pacer is a high wing airplane and the wing made a perfect shelter underneath.
But since the landing gear was sheared off the wing was sitting quite low to the
ice. In fact the Tri Pacer had driven itself quite deep into the snow and that
coupled with the absent landing gear made the wing only about a foot higher
than the surrounding snow. JR had to dig out the snow under the wing just so
they would have some room to move around.

Doing anything physical at this point was very difficult. JR had very
serious injuries to his feet and wrist, the snow was 3 to 4 feet deep and heavy.
Just moving around was clumsy and painful.

Jim was still in the back of the aircraft. JR crawled into the passenger
seat sideways and reached over to Jim. There were no exit doors on the Tri-
Pacer in the rear seat area, so JR grasped the front of Jim’s parka with his
good arm and with super-human strength hoisted Jim’s entire body up and over
the front seat. Jim was only 11 but he was a big sturdy kid and weighed around
90 lbs. JR noticed that the boy had a large cut on his forehead that extended
from his hairline to his eyebrows. Thankfully that seemed to be his only visible
injury, but Jim complained about pain in his hip as well.

Once Jim was outside the plane, they quickly climbed into their sleeping
bags just as the last light disappeared and plunged their world into complete
darkness nightfall came.



JR and Jim sandwiched Carolee between them and they huddled together
as they listened to the wind and blowing snow. Although injured they had
survived the crash. They were somewhat safe for now and all they had to do
was hang on for certain rescue in the morning…..or so they hoped.



 

….After Helen told me that a rescue to find my parents had begun,
she then made several other phone calls to various friends and relatives.
We started getting calls at the house from many of the concerned hockey
parents who had been in Prince George for the tournament. They all
wanted to know the same thing; Did JR and Carolee make home ok last
night?
Helen arranged to have my sister Kim picked up by one of Carolee’s

friends. She also arranged for Alan and me to be dropped off at my Uncle
Steve’s house (Steve Shevkenek was the younger brother of JR’s mother). She
told us to pack some clothes ‘just in case’ and drove us into town.

When we got to my uncle’s house, we were greeted at the door by my
Aunt Marg and she told us to come on in. It was a casual greeting, just like she
always did and I felt for a brief second that this was just a normal typical visit
and everything was going to be fine. I was still struggling with the idea that
something ‘extraordinary’ was happening in our lives and I was trying to grasp
onto things that would reinforce my sense of normalcy.

I was disappointed to learn that my cousin, Mark, Steve and Marg’s 10
year old son, had already left for school for the day. He would have helped to
provide a nice diversion from the chaos that was starting to grip me. However,
my Uncle Steve was taking a day off from work as an Insurance broker to be
with us. He greeted us with his usual gentle, friendly manner and asked if we
were hungry. I said that I wasn’t and then went downstairs to watch TV in their
rec room. There was nothing good on and besides, there was only one thing I
could think about right now.



TWO DIFFERENT PEOPLE

My parents were two drastically different people and it’s sometimes a
mystery how they ever managed to get together.

JR had been raised on a farm, where life was extremely difficult at times.
In contrast to today’s society where people take vacations, have leisure time to
pursue personal interests, enjoy sports, hobbies, etc. JR’s family had one
primary mission engrained into the mind of each parent and the eight children;
survival.

JR’s parents had both been born to Ukrainian immigrants. These were
hardy, hard-working, no nonsense people. They worked from the time they
were young until the day they died, usually without complaining.

The Ukraine is considered the ‘breadbasket’ of the Soviet Union. Rich
farmland and natural resources such as coal and iron have made it a hot bed for
political control by many nations for 100’s of years. All these struggles for
control had left the residents in a perpetual state of poverty.

In the early 1900’s Canada was encouraging immigrants to settle the
untamed wilds of the Prairie Provinces. For a $10 registration fee farmers
were given 160 acres of prime farmland. To many Ukrainians, who were
accustomed to owning an acre or two in their homeland, this was an enticing
offer.

Between 1891 and 1914, 170,000 Ukrainians arrived in Canada. The
majority of these immigrants settled on farms in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta.

JR’s grandparents were among those who left their homeland and settled
on a homestead near Theodore, Saskatchewan.

A lot of what they used on the farm was also made on the farm.
Cucumbers and fresh fruit and berries were preserved in jars. Eggs were kept
in a liquid jell. Meat was cured by rubbing it with salt, pepper, and salt peter.
They boiled pig fat and lye in a pot to make soap. In the early part of winter,
butter was preserved by placing it outside to freeze. They would wrap the
butter in butter paper and brown paper, before placing it in a granary and
covering it with wheat. This would keep it frozen, even when it warmed up
outside.

As an added measure, to ensure there was a good supply of protein for the



winter, they would catch sucker fish in a nearby stream and pickle them. To this
day JR hates to eat fish, having been forced to eat the bad tasting bottom
feeders as a kid.

If a piece of farm machinery broke or wore out, there was no money to
buy a replacement. So they would make whatever was required by hand from
scratch. A farmer in those days really was the quintessential jack of all trades.
Experts at welding, wood working, plumbing, mechanics, etc. allowed them to
do this.

The house where they lived was plain and barely big enough to
accommodate a family of 10 people. Four boys shared one bedroom on the 2nd

floor and each morning there was a race to take a pee out the window. They
would have contests to see who could whiz the farthest. One can only hope that
there was nothing important on that side of the house!

JR would then dress and head downstairs for breakfast, he would often
jump up and grab onto a ledge halfway down the stairs and swing like Tarzan
before landing with a thud on the bottom landing.

Mealtimes were extremely hearty in his mother’s kitchen. Everyone
worked very hard physically and there would be no snacks in between meals.
There were generous portions of bread, beef or chicken, eggs, pierogis, bacon
and vegetables and everyone ate very well.

Years later I myself found it difficult to escape from my grandmothers
table without being stuffed to the gills and then she would still insist that you
eat more. She would tell me

“Eat Steven Eat! You’re so skinny! Oh Yoh Yoh!”
JR left home at age 16 and found work as a surveyor assistant. Surveying

in those days was no treat; they would walk for miles carrying their heavy
equipment through the muskeg. They would camp for days while surveying an
area; often shooting something to eat each night. It was wild country and hard,
tough work surrounded by mud and mosquito’s and JR loved every second of
it.

JR was developing into the one man tour de force that exists to this day.
He was growing physically into a strong, lean, natural athlete. He could easily
do one-arm pull-ups from a crossbar in one of the tents they lived in. He was
also a keen learner. His mind was like a sponge and no detail was too small
for his scrutiny. He quickly was promoted to surveyor, senior surveyor and



then team leader. He was the lead surveyor over a team of 8 men that surveyed
a Dam in Churchill, Manitoba, in 1957. He was still only 18 years old.

My parents were married at the start of the 60’s; the decade that brought
us flower power, the antiwar movement, hippies, bell bottoms, social drugs,
woman’s lib and the sexual revolution.

All of this must have seemed like public anarchy to a back country,
Christian boy, recently out of the military. I’m sure that one of the reasons JR
moved all of us so far up North was an attempt to isolate and control the
influences of the ever-troubling world around him. It was indeed a unique time
in the history of the world.

It was a time of immense change in all areas of public and private life.
Social and political upheaval existed everywhere, including our home at times.
There was lot of emphasis placed on keeping a constant guard up and not fully
trusting everything that you see. We were not allowed to see movies or listen to
Rock and Roll. Between JR’s rules and the lack of abundant TV and Radio
media, we grew up oblivious to a lot of pop culture. I remember someone
asking me at school circa 1970 which one of the Beatles was my favourite and
I asked “What are the Beetles?”

It was a time to draw the lines and stand up for what you believed in;
Liberal and Conservative alike.

JR was a strict disciplinarian and firmly believed the old verse “spare the
rod and spoil the child”. He was never abusive, but he certainly garnered our
attention and respect. When he asked us to do something it was probably a
good idea to do it right away.

JR was all business and rarely took time to just relax or pursue leisure
activities. He was a real ram rod and had the energy of 10 men. He got things
done, sometimes leaving a swath of destruction in his wave. By the time he
was in his mid-thirties he had amassed business and real-estate investments
that would be worth millions by today’s standards.

He knew where he wanted to go and nothing was going to stop him from
getting there. He was an over-achiever on a mission and everything he pursued
he excelled at. He was a self-made man and had the self-confidence and the
drive to go to the moon if he felt like it.



 

….It was now 10:00 am Monday morning at my Uncle Steve’s house. I
had patiently waited for something interesting to appear on the one TV channel,
but other than ‘Mr. Dress-up’, I was left somewhat disappointed. The phone
would ring once in a while and each time I would rush up the stairway to find
out who it was, but nothing about my parents just yet.

Lunchtime came and went without a single word about my parents. I tried
to eat a sandwich, but my stomach was all butterflies. Why weren’t they
calling!!

I asked my uncle if we should call my mother’s parents, who were living
in Florida. I was hoping he would so I could talk to them. I really needed to
hear their voices. But he said that maybe we should wait until my parents were
found first. I said ok and went back down stairs.

Things were looking up on TV, the Brady Bunch was on and I quickly lost
myself in Greg, Peter and of course, Marcia’s world. On this particular
episode I couldn’t take my eyes off Florence Henderson, Mrs. Brady. She was
such a good mother and so pretty and stylish. I couldn’t help thinking about my
own mother and felt a deep sense of longing.

My mother was born and raised in Canada, like my father, but that is
where the similarities end. Even her parents came from drastically different
backgrounds.

Carolee’s father, Ken Graham, was a 2nd generation war hero. His father,
Robert Graham, was an adventurer who spent time in the Yukon and served in
3 major wars from 1899 to 1940. As an infant, Ken and his family survived the
tragic Halifax explosion in 1917 that killed over 2000 people.

The Grahams were sophisticated city people. They appreciated the value
of great music, the arts, and a good glass of wine. They could afford an
existence where there was plenty of time to have fun and enjoy themselves.
The large extended Graham clan living in Ontario afforded lots of
opportunities for family outings and get-togethers.

The emphasis was on people. Carolee’s family are a magnet for
socializing anytime and anywhere. They made ‘visiting’ an art form and nicer
people on the planet could not be found. Everyone they met fell instantly in



love with them.
Despite Ken’s lengthy term over-seas during WWII, he emerged the

kindest, most gentle man I have ever met. I never heard him speak out in anger
or resentment about his experience. He didn’t have an angry bone in his body.

The same can be said for Carolee’s mother, Edna. Born and raised to a
French Canadian family in Quebec, she didn’t have an easy upbringing. Her
mother was a tortured soul who abandoned the family and turned to a life of
prostitution. Her heart-broken father was forced to leave the kids periodically
in foster homes, while he struggled to raise and provide for 4 kids by himself.
Edna spent most of her childhood miserable and lonely for her brothers and
sisters. But she emerged from this hellish experience a living angel.

She would often dance with other men while Ken was playing with the
band. A beautiful, graceful woman in her prime she undoubtedly broke a lot of
hearts in the process. But she only had eyes for her handsome husband

Joy of life and love for people were their hallmarks. If people are the
most treasured commodity in the Graham’s world then family is pure gold.
Caring for each other and taking delight in your children is the number 1
priority. Carolee, in typical fashion for many women of her generation, had one
primary goal in life; raise a family and be a mother. She was delighted each
time she gave birth to us three boys. But deep in her heart she longed for a girl.
She wanted to enjoy a daughter the way her own mother had enjoyed her and
her sister as only woman can.

So it was with complete utter joy that she and JR welcomed a girl 9 years
after they had me, Kimberley Joy. Kim quickly became the center of her life.
Us boys were all quite a bit older now, so she could afford to dote on her
daughter a little more.

….it was Kim that she was now most concerned about
“Kim, Kim….where’s Kimmy?”

She kept repeating over and over. She was locked inside a dream and
something was wrong. She couldn’t find her daughter and she was starting to
panic. If this is a dream, why couldn’t she wake up? She could feel her own
vocal cords straining to try and produce a sound so that someone, anyone,
could hear her and help her. But nothing was coming out,
“KIMMMMM!!”



She finally screamed out load, she was crying now and close to hysterics.
She suddenly felt a comforting arm and a familiar soothing voice

whispering in her ear.
“Honey, its ok…Kim’s safe and at home in her bed sleeping, she’s alright,

don’t’ worry…go back to sleep…everything is ok”.
The calm voice of JR and his reassuring caresses put her at ease. She felt

the panic inside her start to dissipate and once more succumbed to the inky
blackness that was closing in on her as she lay under the make-shift shelter of
the Tri-Pacer wing. With great reluctance she released herself to it, grateful for
the soothing numbness that followed.



 

….As the afternoon wore on the search for my Parents plane continued.
The Buffalo was flying search patterns, while the Labrador helicopter waited
in Prince George. The helicopter would be called in to do the actual rescue
once the Tri Pacer had been spotted.

Flying aboard the Buffalo was 32 year old Corporal, Jerry Boucher,
acting as a spotter. The crew had been debriefed at the start of the search and
told that they were looking for a light aircraft with a young couple and their 11
year old son onboard. The fact that it was a family missing gave this search
extra meaning to Jerry. He was also a young father and was almost the exact
same age as my parents.

Jerry was a recent graduate of the SAR Tech training program and was
itching to get on with this rescue. The Buffalo flew at 2000 feet and starting
scanning for the ELT signal that the PWA airliner had picked up the night
before.

He stayed glued to the cold Plexiglas window of the Buffalo straining to
catch a glimpse of something, anything that might stand out on the ground
below. The visibility was so poor that most of the time the ground wasn’t even
visible.
“How are we ever going to find anything in this soup?”
He asked himself, grave concern flooding his mind.

The fact was that it was not looking very good for the missing couple. As
Jerry looked out at the uninviting terrain, covered in a thick blanket of snow, he
suppressed a cold shiver. The thought of anyone being out there in the freezing
cold with no shelter and possibly injured at the same time, was almost too
awful to contemplate.

With the image of the young family huddled together awaiting rescue clear
in his mind, he pressed even closer to the window with renewed vigor. He
glanced at his watch, it was 1:30pm Monday afternoon and it would be dark in
about 3 hours. He knew the search would be called off until the next day. That
was not something he wanted to think about right now.

Hopefully something would either turn up or maybe they would get a
break in the weather. He took a deep breath and focused on the bleak



landscape sprawling out below him.
….JR woke suddenly; he thought he heard a load crack! At the same time

he felt something wet beneath him. He quickly realized that his worst fear had
been confirmed. It was now pitch black outside and things were about to get a
lot worse for them.

When the Tri Pacer impacted the 2 foot thick ice the nose of the aircraft
had been pointing slightly upward. JR’s last second correction to gain some
altitude had saved their lives. Without that correction the plane would have
struck the ice much harder and perhaps even broken through.

Even still, the ice had been broken and a large hole was formed. After
hitting the ice the plane bounced up into the air again and came down about
300 ft away.

When JR first stepped out of the plane after the crash he was curious
about the state of the ice at the impact point. But he couldn’t see anything from
his vantage point and decided there was nothing he could do about it. If water
seeped towards the aircraft they would have to deal with it.

Well now they would have to deal with it in the middle of the night. They
had one flashlight and JR flicked it on inside the tent. Sure enough, the entire
area under the wing was being flooded with water. They would have one
choice now; they would have to walk to shore.

Monkman Provincial Park was named after Alex Monkman, an individual
who expended a considerable amount of effort attempting to build a
transportation route from the Peace River farming country down to the Pacific
ports. In 1922, he and a group of fur trappers discovered what is now known
as Monkman Pass. It was this pass that provided him with his vision for a
railroad, a direct and economical route south. Failing to obtain government
support for his venture Monkman focused on the alternative; building a
highway. The Monkman Pass Highway Association was formed in 1936, and
over the next three years, many determined volunteers laboured to blaze this
new trail. Limited funding, harsh conditions, and the outbreak of the Second
World War eventually brought the project to a halt. A railway was later built to
the northwest over the Pine Pass, and Monkman’s “highway” slowly faded into
historical obscurity. Today, only a few sections are visible along the Monkman
Lake Trail, a route that follows parts of the original road.

Monkman Lake is relatively small. Pear-shaped, it’s a mere 1.4 miles



long and 1.0 mile at its widest point (the base of the pear). The Tri Pacer had
settled onto the ice approximately a 1/4 mile from the east shoreline.

A quarter mile walk on a hard packed trail in daylight with healthy legs
would be easy for almost anyone. In the conditions that my parents and brother
were about to attempt it; it would be almost impossible.



 

Each of the three people involved with this crash had three unique
perspectives and reactions. Undoubtedly, all three were extremely traumatized
and upset about what had happened in their own way.

JR basically shouldered the full responsibility for what happened and for
how to keep everyone alive afterward. He was the father, the leader, now as
always. He knew that everything he did now might mean the difference
between life and death for the three of them. He was now on full red alert. He
focused on what had to be done and was able to shut down his emotions.

A lot of people might have fallen apart in a situation like that. His pretty
young wife was horribly disfigured and unconscious most of the time.

Carolee for the most part was incoherent. Suffering from a severe head
injury, she was not fully capable of grasping everything that was happening
around her.

His young son, who trusted him unquestionably, was also injured and
scared. As a parent this is perhaps the most painful issue of all.

Our children look to us for protection, guidance, love and reassurance that
everything will be ok. Putting our children in harm’s way through our own
actions is a very heavy load to bear.

Yet even now Jim looked to his father to deliver them from this mess and
trusted him completely. Although he was scared and confused, deep inside he
had no doubts that his powerful father would deliver them from this situation.

Shortly after they had crawled into the sleeping bags under the wing, Jim
began to shiver violently. Even though he was wearing adequate clothing he
was extremely cold.

“Dad I’m so cold, I think I’m freezing to death”
Without a word, JR rolled out from the sleeping bag and crawled over to

a section of the wing. From somewhere he produced a cloth rag and proceeded
to soak it in gasoline from the fuel tank drain cock above his head. He then laid
the cloth in the snow a few feet away from Jim and lit it on fire. The amount of
heat that emanated from this tiny flame was heavenly and Jim instantly felt
relief. They both huddled over it and soaked up every BTU it had to offer until
it subsided and died out a few minutes later. It was only a short burst of heat,



but the psychological effect it had on Jim was huge. Temporarily refreshed, he
hunkered back into his sleeping bag with a renewed sense of optimism and
wellbeing.

Jim and I had seen JR deal with emergencies before and he always
seemed to know what to do….

…Two years earlier our family was driving home one night from a nearby
town. It was wintertime and it had started to pour freezing rain. The highway
quickly turned into a skating rink. We came around a corner and saw a truck in
the ditch upside down. The wheels were still spinning so it was apparent that
the accident had just happened and we were the first on the scene.

JR told us to stay put and ran over to the truck. A middle-aged man
appeared from behind wreckage and walked slowly towards us. JR intercepted
him and helped him over to our car’s headlights so he could get a better look at
him. As the bright lights lit up the man’s face everyone inside the car gasped in
horror. His entire head was covered in bright shiny red blood. It looked like
someone had poured a can of red paint over his head. I had never seen so much
blood in my life.

JR sprinted over to Carolee’s window and asked for several of my sister
Kim’s diapers (they were thick cloth in those days). He raced back to the
stricken man and held the diapers onto a large gaping hole on the top of his
head.

He then walked him over to our car and opened the rear passenger door
where Jim and I were sitting. We were terrified by the sight of the bloody man,
moaning in front of us and frozen with fear. JR asked us to jump into the back
section of the station wagon, which we were only too happy to comply with. It
took us about a ½ second to clear the rear seat and JR eased the man slowly
into the car.

The man was badly hurt and in danger of bleeding to death. JR leaped
behind the wheel, threw the car into gear and raced back out onto the slick
highway. He was pushing the car as fast as he dared. The road was literally
solid ice now and most of the other cars had pulled over. It would have been
very hard to walk on the road, let alone drive a car on it.

But JR wouldn’t let up, knowing that someone’s life was depending on
him getting to a hospital. He was an amazing driver and was weaving around



cars and people who were either parked or crashed along the highway. It was
like a battle zone out there, but we were slicing through it like a hot knife
through butter.

Jim and I sat spell-bound in the back seat watching through the front
window. We came around a corner a bit too fast and there in front of us was a
crowd of people and several cars stopped in front of a bridge. It was too late
to stop and as my mother screamed and Jim and I covered our eyes, JR aimed
for a very narrow opening between two of the parked cars and whistled past
them and onto the bridge!

We made to the hospital and the man was taken inside; alive but very
weak. He apparently made a full recovery and owed his life to JR. Jim and I
gave each other a knowing grin. We were very proud of JR and what he had
done.

Our father certainly had hero-like qualities at times. He had an air of
strength and superiority that we didn’t sense in other men we knew. JR was
physically bigger, smarter, stronger, faster; all the attributes required for a
bigger than life character. As a result he didn’t have a lot of friends; they were
more like subjects to him. Many people admired him and it wasn’t unusual for
Jim or myself to find ourselves listening to someone gush over how great our
JR was. We would patiently wait until the person was done and then say, “We
know” with a smile.



 

….JR woke up his sleeping tent mates amidst the sounds of ice cracking
all around them. He informed them that they would have to walk to shore now!
Jim was bright and awake within seconds, but Carolee still struggled with her
head injury and seemed confused.

With great difficulty and as quickly as he could JR crawled under the flap
of the make-shift tent and stood on his knees outside. His injuries had stiffened
up significantly while he lay inside the tent. His wrist and ankles were very
swollen now.

It had stopped snowing and the temperature was hovering around 14°F (
-10°C). The snow around them was extremely thick and heavy due to the
slightly warmer than usual ambient air temp. The sound of the cracking ice was
very unsettling. If the whole area they were standing on suddenly gave way,
they would be immersed in freezing cold water before sinking to the black
frigid depths. This gave JR a strong sense of urgency. He called Jim to quickly
come outside and told him to gather up the sleeping bags while JR pulled the
parachute from off the wing. They would take these items with them to shore.

Thankfully Carolee seemed capable of grasping simple instructions and
she could move her body ok. When JR and Jim pulled her out from under the
wing and stood her up, she was able to stand under her own power. From
where they stood the closest shoreline appeared to be the east shore of the
lake.

JR tried to stand by himself and take a few steps, but he fell down like
before. He would have to use Jim as a human crutch or he would never make
it. Carolee’s legs seemed to be fine, so JR gathered up the parachute into a ball
and placed it in her arms. She grasped it firmly as instructed and started
walking in the direction JR told her to.

She struggled through the deep snow, sometimes half crawling, half
walking, all while trying to hang onto a large 3 foot diameter ball of nylon
parachute. She would take a few shaky steps and fall onto her knees. All her
movements were seemingly in slow motion due to the darkness, the deep snow
and her mental state. JR watched her closely with great difficulty, frustrated
that he couldn’t help her. He prayed that she would be able to make it on her
own power.



JR called Jim over to him and grabbed onto the boy’s shoulders. He
pulled himself into a slouched standing position, putting as much weight on Jim
as he dared. He was amazed how strong and solid Jim felt. He was suddenly
very grateful for all the hours of training Jim had endured since he was 5 years
old playing hockey. He was solid muscle, strong and sturdy and Jim would
need every ounce of that strength now if he was going to succeed in getting his
injured 200 lb father to shore. He would also have his own handicap to deal
with as something was definitely wrong with his hip. He could walk, but
stabbing pain was piercing the area around his hip joint.

They took a few tentative steps together and although extremely slow and
awkward, it was workable. They trudged off and could vaguely see Carolee
wavering out in front of them in the moonless might, struggling for shore, her
dark full length parka painting a ghostly apparition against the pale white
background.

Their progress was extremely slow mostly because of the deep, heavy
snow. They lost their footing many times in the inky blackness and would fall
to one side. Picking themselves up each time they continued to plough forward
with grim determination.

About 30 feet out in front of them, they could see that Carolee had fallen
over and wasn’t getting up. JR told Jim to run up ahead and check her out.
When Jim got to her he yelled at her.
“Mom! Mom! Are you OK?”
A muffled groan was her only reply in between her deep gasps for breath. It
looked as though she was simply exhausted and had fallen down to rest. Jim
covered her up with part of the loose parachute she was carrying and ran back
to report to JR. Together they hobbled to where she was resting. By the time
they got there her breathing was easier and they had no trouble standing her up
and once again pointing her towards shore. She dutifully headed off.

It was a scene that would repeat itself dozens of times over the next four
hours. Carolee walking ahead, falling over from exhaustion, Jim running up to
cover her and running back to JR, the two of them catching up to her and
sending her on her way.

Every foot step, every inch of the way was excruciating. Not only did they
all suffer from serious injuries, but they were now completely exposed to the
freezing wind that swept down from the nearby peaks and raced along the lake.



Under the wing of the Tr-Pacer they had been somewhat sheltered from the
elements, not warm, but at least they were out of the wind. Lying down also
gave them the benefit of resting their broken bodies and preventing further
injury. Now all that was gone and it was a matter of life or death; stay with the
Tri-Pacer and risk drowning, or gamble and head for shore.

Blowing snow stung their eyes and exposed skin. The cold cut right
through their damp clothes and seemed to freeze their very bones. They
prodded along at a snail’s pace, one step, one breath at a time. At times
Carolee would disappear into the void and even her footprints would be
almost erased. If they had become separated from each other during this phase,
it could have easily meant death for someone, most likely Carolee. Mobility
and visibility were almost nil.

As they got closer to shore the snow started getting damp and heavy. Soon
they were stepping into wet slush. The thick blanket of snow on top of the ice
acted like a warm insulator. That coupled with the warmer ambient temp
allowed the snow next to the ice to melt. The last 50 feet to shore was
extremely soggy. By the time they got off the lake and were standing in a deep
snow bank on shore; all of them were soaked from the knees down.

JR was relieved to have safely made it to shore and to be far away from
the unnerving ice, but it was deeply troubling that they had gotten wet in doing
so. They all took a moment to rest and catch their breaths while JR assessed
what to do next.

The walk to shore had pushed them to the breaking point physically. They
were seriously injured, had almost no sleep, nothing to eat or drink, it was
cold and dark and they were now wet and miserable.

The cozy warm airplane they had been soaring through the mountains in
12 short hours before was now smashed and sinking into an icy grave. They
were left stranded in deep snow, in the middle of the night, in the middle of the
mountains, hurt and wondering what would happen to them next.



 

….The SAR Buffalo was flying search patterns when it started to receive
a distress signal at frequency 121.5 MHz. Faint at first, it grew in strength as
the big plane turned and started flying towards the source. Special monitoring
equipment on board the Buffalo, that wasn’t available on commercial aircraft,
provides pin point accuracy and they quickly closed in on the signal.

The ELT signal was great news for Corporal Boucher and the rest of the
SAR crew. He was eager to parachute down to the crash scene, but the weather
was not cooperating. The clouds were only a couple hundred feet above the
ground and they needed at least 1200 feet clearance to jump.

Once the ELT signal was established and its source located to Monkman
Lake, the Buffalo made a couple passes trying to get down below the clouds. It
just wasn’t safe to fly an aircraft of that size so low to the ground without being
able to see.

An RCMP Turbo Beaver had joined the rescue and being a smaller,
lighter aircraft than the Buffalo, headed for the lake. The pilot managed to
descend through the low clouds and broke out over top of the lake. He throttled
back and began making slow circle patterns. The late afternoon light was
fading fast and that coupled with the light snowfall made it very difficult to
make out any features on the ice below. The Tri-Pacer had now been sitting on
the ice for 24 hours and during that time had started to sink lower and lower
into the freezing water. It was also almost completely covered in snow now.
But miraculously, the pilot suddenly spotted the crumpled wreck near the
center of the lake. As he banked the Beaver into a hard turn to make a second
pass, he spotted what appeared to be a young boy standing on the shoreline
waving his arms. The pilot immediately radioed that he had found the wreck
and had confirmed life at the crash site. He then had time for a quick ‘wave’ of
his wings as a signal to the survivor below that he had been spotted, before he
rammed full throttle and pulled up into the thick, soupy cloud cover above,
instantly disappearing from sight.

The report of a downed aircraft being spotted was good news to the
rescue team, but it was now so late in the afternoon and with total darkness fast
approaching, the Team leader in charge of the rescue made the decision to head
back to Prince George for the night. Jerry was disappointed and he hoped that



the Labrador helicopter would come in after them and attempt a rescue.
But the Labrador had been out flying search patterns as well and was now

low on fuel. Both aircraft headed for Prince George airport.
When the Buffalo landed 20 minutes later, Jerry was appalled to learn that

due to the approaching darkness, the search would stop and continue at first
light. This did not sit well with Jerry. As soon as the Buffalo came to a halt he
grabbed his personal safety kit and jumped out one of the side doors. His kit
included enough gear and provisions to sustain him at a crash site for a week if
necessary.

Jerry has had to use his kit in this fashion before. On a previous rescue
mission he had parachuted to a downed aircraft as a major storm was
approaching. The drop plane flew away and left Jerry to spend the night alone
with the crash victims. Two were killed on impact and the three survivors
were smashed up real bad. Jerry spent an agonizing, long night keeping the
bloodied, severely injured victims alive. It’s something he’s trained to do, but
it’s never easy.

He raced over to the Labrador, which was in the process of being re-
fueled on the pad next to them. He stuck his head inside and recognized one of
his former SARS classmates, Corporal Gary Emery. Jerry and Gary had
completed training together and were good friends. Jerry said.
“Gary, we have to convince these guys to go back and get those people out of
there!”

Gary quickly agreed and together they approached the chopper pilots. The
pilots were reluctant, unsure if the risk of flying in bad weather at night in the
middle of the mountains outweighed the possibility of finding survivors.

But the SAR Techs have the most influence on a rescue aircraft. They
‘manage’ the rescue and therefore can pull rank on the flyers, which is exactly
what they did.

The second the Labrador’s fuel tanks were topped up the pilots hit the
start switches on the twin 1500 SHP jet engines. After a brief warm up they
took off; the huge twin rotors blades clawing at the air trying to lift the 22000
lbs behemoth off the ground.

Jerry looked out his window at the fast approaching darkness and felt
excitement racing through his veins. This was going to be close.

Soon as they were underway Jerry reached for the mic button on his



headset that connected him to the pilots up front. He knew the top speed of the
Labrador was about 130 MPH. He said in a calm, but serious voice

“Hit it sir…we don’t have a second to spare!”



 

….The night was hellish. Suffering painful cold gripped the three
survivors as they huddled together for the longest night of their lives.

No one can predict exactly how quickly and in whom hypothermia will
strike--and whether it will kill when it does. The cold remains a mystery, more
prone to fell men than women, more lethal to the thin and well-muscled than to
those with more body fat.

The 1914 Sealing Disaster that killed 77 lightly clothed hunters off the
coast of Newfoundland, is a good example of how deadly being caught
outdoors in cold weather can be. These men for the most part were young,
healthy and able to move around in an attempt to keep warm. JR and Carolee’s
injuries prevented them from doing anything but huddling together in the
agonizing cold.

It seemed as though the night would never end. The night was a tangled
stream of visions and hallucinations for JR and Carolee.

Carolee was aware enough to know that her life was in danger. She knew
deep inside herself that she was seriously injured. She was a young woman
with a lot of good years left and four young kids who needed her. She prayed to
God,

“Please Lord…let me live so I can finish raising my kids”.
She had dreams; vivid clear dreams that seemed be trying to tell her

something. At one point she blurted out to JR that she thought there was a
trapper’s cabin in the bush nearby. She could see it clearly in her mind.

They were so cold that a cabin would have seemed like a mansion to
them. When they first arrived at the shoreline after the torturous walk across
the ice, they tried to light a fire. JR had matches in his pocket and instructed
Jim to go find some dry wood after discovering that a roll of toilet paper JR
had placed in the hood of Jim’s parka was now soaking wet. Besides JR’s
finger were now so cold he couldn’t hold the matches.

Jim found it difficult walking in the deep snow and his leg was seriously
hurting now. The long walk with JR leaning on him had agitated his injury and
he was in excruciating pain. It was still dark and the flashlight JR gave him
was going dim. As he stumbled around in the dark he has struck by the irony of



the situation.
Jim and I, like most kids our age, loved camping. More specifically, we

loved fires. Fires were fun and we loved building them. But there was no fun
associated with building this fire. He was in pain, frightened and freezing cold.
He brought back what kindling he could to JR and they built a makeshift fire
pit. JR tried to light the wood and grass Jim found, but to his horror, he
realized the matches were damp. The wood they were trying to light was also
damp. This wasn’t going to work.

The flashlight was now completely dead and they were really starting to
get cold now because of their wet clothes. All three were in danger of
Hypothermia and JR made the decision to abandon the fire and get into the
sleeping bags. If they allowed themselves to get too cold they would never
regain that heat.

JR and Jim kicked out a large hollow in the snow bank, laid the parachute
down for a liner and put the sleeping bags on top of that. They crawled inside
the bags and once again sandwiched Carolee between them.

JR’s cowboy boots were actually full of water. He wanted to take them
off, but his feet and ankles were so swollen he knew it would be impossible.
Jim and Carolee had good boots that were semi water resistant, so they were
fairing much better in that department. Although Jim had failed to tie up his
boots before starting across the lake and his feet were now soaking wet as
well.

In retrospect, not starting a fire most likely saved their lives. They could
have bled to death if their wounds had been allowed to warm up. The cold air
temp, although uncomfortable, was keeping the blood flow in check. The down
side of not starting a fire was that they were now in danger of getting frost bite.
All three of them had wet clothing on and it was bitterly cold. They huddled
together, shivering uncontrollably and prayed for the morning light to appear.

As the dark night slowly gave way to a grey morning, the three survivors
were in a pitiful state. JR could no longer feel his legs below his knees and he
knew what that meant. For the first time since the crash both Jim and JR got a
look at Carolee’s face.

To Jim, the person who peered up at him from the snow bank was not his
mother. Her face had the consistency of jelly and was swollen so badly her
eyes were barely visible. Huge open cuts that were stretched open due to the



horrible swelling covered her face. He quickly looked away and tried to block
the terrible image out of his mind. He could hear her talking, but even that
didn’t sound like the mother he knew. She couldn’t form the words properly
and seemed as though she were talking with her mouth closed. The sound that
came out was strange and haunting.

With daylight finally well on its way the survivors were eagerly
anticipating an early morning rescue. They were desperate now, cold, broken,
exhausted and afraid for their lives. But the weather was shaping up to be
repeat of the day before. Snowing heavily, low clouds hung above the lake a
few hundred feet.

But they heard the first plane a few hours later. They could clearly hear it,
but couldn’t see it. JR flipped on his portable ELT and they listened as the
plane flew away. It would happen over and over again throughout the day. The
SARS Buffalo was flying in the vicinity as it could clearly receive the distress
signals from the two ELT’s. But low clouds prevented it from flying over the
wreck and dropping rescue personnel.

It was agonizing for the three survivors. Each time they heard a plane JR
would turn on his ELT and the plane would fly away.

It was now late afternoon on Monday, Nov 25, 1974 and there was very
real worry about spending another night outside. It would be highly unlikely
that they would all survive such an ordeal. There was especially great concern
about Carolee; she was in such bad shape. JR also felt his own reserves of
strength starting to wither.

It was almost dark now. The light was quickly disappearing and with it
went their dreams of being rescued. It was now or never.

Then all of the sudden out of nowhere a small plane appeared over the
lake. It was almost too hard to believe, yet there it was. It had broken through
the clouds, flown right over the wreck and was now circling the lake. JR
quickly told Jim to run out into the open and signal the pilots. Jim, now stiff,
sore and exhausted from his injuries, the torturous walk to shore and the
sleepless, freezing night jumped to his feet, his heart racing wildly. He limped
as fast as he could out to the edge of the lake and ventured out as far as he
dared, waving his arms wildly.

At first the plane seemed to almost be heading away from him and cold
fear started to grip his chest. Had they seen the Tri-Pacer, had they seen him?



Maybe they didn’t see anything and were just going to leave them there. He
began shouting as loud as he could.

‘Hey! Over here! Come back!”
The thought of the plane simply leaving them out there was too awful to

contemplate. He was desperate, terrified, tortured and that plane must see him!
But then almost as if the pilots inside the noisy cockpit a quarter mile

away heard Jim’s cries, the plane banked sharply and began to turn towards
him. Jim swung his arms even faster now, excitement rushing through his body
as he continued to yell out louder and louder, pouring all the energy he had left
into this effort. The aircraft came closer and closer; he could almost reach out
and touch the fuselage it seemed so near, the sound of the roaring turbo-prop
was deafening.

Then just before it disappeared over his head the pilot cranked his
ailerons sharply left and right making the big Beaver appear to be waving. It
was a signal that Jim was very familiar with as JR would often buzz our house
with the Tri-Pacer and wave his wings in this same manner. It meant quite
simply, ‘Hello, I see you’. Jim screamed for joy at the top of his lungs,
completely forgetting his pain and discomfort

“Yes! Yes! Yes!”
as the plane zoomed over his head and disappeared! That moment stands out
for Jim as one of the greatest in his life. Forty years later he cannot recall that
memory without tingles running up and down his spine and tear welling up in
his eyes.

Jim hobbled back to the snow shelter exclaiming over and over to JR and
Carolee.

‘They saw us, they saw us!”
Now that they had been spotted rescue was imminent. But the late hour of

the day was now a great concern. It was late afternoon and darkness would
quickly descend upon them. Their only hope was that the men looking for them
would push through and come get them tonight and not wait until the morning.
All they could do now was sit and wait. If things were gonna happen, they
were gonna have to happen in the next few minutes.

Rarely in one’s life does a person have to face such a critical juncture.
People in the military, or those who have high risk occupations or recreation
pursuits, might find themselves facing death from time to time. But in those



kinds of situations they are usually prepared for it, have trained intensely to
deal with it and therefore stand a fighting chance of mitigating it.

This was different and too broken and exhausted to even move around
inside his soggy wet sleeping bag, JR was at the mercy of the men who were
flying those planes and whatever decisions they decided to make.



RESCUE

About 25 minutes ticked by since the Beaver left and the inky darkness of
nightfall was now becoming a very real, unwanted reality. Suddenly a familiar
sound began to push its way towards them; very quiet and low at first. They all
strained to hear if what they were hearing was just their imaginations or real.
But it grew louder and louder, whump, whump, whump, soon it was
unmistakable; a Helicopter was coming towards them!

As they looked out over the lake a bright yellow Helicopter suddenly
burst out of the grey void and slowly made its way over to the wreck of the Tri
Pacer. The pilots were making a quick check for survivors at the wreck itself.
It paused for a brief moment and then headed towards Jim and JR, who were
now both standing on the shoreline waving at them.

On board the Labrador, Jerry and Gary looked through the windows, both
were suited up and ready to deploy. Ideally, for the sake of time, the chopper
would simply land on the ice and the SARS Techs would jump out the door and
be at the victims within seconds.

The chopper tried to land a few hundred feet away. But it quickly became
apparent that the ice was far too slushy and wet to support the heavy aircraft.
The landing was aborted and a decision to repel a man down to the crash
victims was made.

The first man down the wire was Jerry Boucher. He carried with him his
personal kit, fully prepared to spend the night out here with these folks if he
had to. He hit the snow, disconnected and ran over to JR.

“Didn’t you guys hear my ELT?”
JR asked him sounding frustrated.
“That’s how we found you buddy!”
Jerry replied.
Jerry’s first order of business was to do a casualty assessment. But given

the fading light he would have to do it as quickly as possible. One glance at JR
standing in front of him told him that this guy could at least move under his own
power. He then quickly ran over to the two other people sitting in the snow
nearby. A young boy with a large cut on his forehead didn’t seem too bad. But
one look at Carolee’s mashed face he knew that she was the most seriously
injured. He radioed the crew onboard the chopper and had them send down a



wire basket. He and Gary then set about the task of getting Carolee over to the
basket without injuring her further.

As the two SAR Techs went about their business, rescue was finally at
hand. The terrible suffering and worry of the past 24hrs would soon be behind
them. The last wisps of strength JR had drained from his body, they were safe
now, help was actually here. He collapsed into the snow bank behind him. He
simply lay there breathing deeply with his eyes closed until it was his turn to
go up.

Jim was placed in the basket next, after his mother was safely onboard.
Halfway up, the basket suddenly lurched precariously and Jim grabbed the
metal sides of the cage, hanging on for dear life.

“It would really suck to survive this crash only to die while being
rescued”

He thought to himself. But it wasn’t to be and a few seconds later he was
safely inside.

JR was the last one to be hoisted on board and as he reached the door of
the chopper, its engines screaming in his ears, the last rays of light disappeared
and it was now completely dark outside. The rescue of the three survivors had
happened without one minute to spare. As they raced toward Prince George
airport the SAR Techs placed heated pads on all three victims. There would be
a long journey of recovery ahead but at least they had been delivered from the
icy clutches of certain death on the lake.



 

The phone rang for the one hundredth time that day and my Uncle Steve
answered it. I could tell from the way he was talking into the receiver that it
was about my parents. I stood there squirming patiently waiting for him to
finish. When he hung up he looked over at me, his eyes twinkling with joy, and
said

“They found them!”
Found them! Found them where? Where the heck have they been? What

happened to the plane? Are they hurt? What about Jim? I had a million
questions, but all Steve was told was that they had been found, they were all
alive, but there were injuries. We would get more information shortly.

Well at least they were alive, Thank God! I asked Steve if he would call
my grandparents now and he said sure. As he got out the number and started
dialing I ran downstairs and picked up the other phone. I heard my
grandparents both answer the phone. They exchanged greetings and Steve then
cut to the chase.

“I’m sorry but I have some bad news about Jim and Carolee”.
He went on to explain that they had been involved in a plane crash and

were on their way to a hospital with injuries. My grandparents gasped in
horror in unison and my grandmother began sobbing out loud. As soon as I
heard the panic in their voices, tears began to well up in my eyes and I felt a
tsunami of emotions crashing over me. I simply could not believe that this was
happening to us. Somehow I had been able to pretend that everything was still
normal during the day. But now hearing my distraught grandparents and the
news that my parents had in fact actually crashed, the reality hit me very hard.
I was relieved that they were alive, but scared and confused at the same time.

They signed off after Steve promised to update them the second he heard
more news. We got another call a few hours later and we got a rough
breakdown of the injuries suffered;

JR had two broken legs below his knees, a broken nose, a broken wrist,
lost all his lower teeth and gums. On top of that he also had severe frost bite to
both feet and multiple lacerations to his head and face.

Jim had a deep cut on his forehead that required 16 stitches to close and a



torn quad muscle. Apparently, as he lay sleeping in the back seat his head went
through the small, rear side window of the Tri-Pacer on impact. Since he had
his seat belt on he tore his quad at the same time.

Carolee had broken every bone in her face; her jaw, her nose, her cheeks,
plus she had a fractured skull. She was currently in surgery.

When a person is involved in a violent crash, like the one my family had,
there are really three collisions that take place.

First the plane crashed into the ice. Traveling at over 100 miles per hour
the forces exerted on the aircraft structure were huge. The frame and body of
the plane absorbed some of the forces.

The second collision is the ‘human collision’. At the moment of impact
the passengers are still traveling at the plane’s original speed. When the plane
stopped my parents continued to be hurled forward until they came in contact
with the plane’s instrument panel.

The last collision is the ‘internal collision’. Even after the human body
comes to a complete stop its internal organs are still moving forward.
Suddenly these organs slam into other organs or the skeletal structure. This
‘internal collision’ is often what causes serious injury or death.

Thankfully, JR’s last second altitude change reduced the force of impact
significantly. Most of the injuries that they sustained were a result of the
second ‘collision’. As their bodies slammed into the Instrument panel and
strained against the seat belts, they received lots of superficial injuries; broken
bones and lacerations, but no potentially fatal internal injuries. This was one of
the reasons they had a survived for 24 hours in the freezing cold.

The second very important factor going in their favor was the outside air
temperature, 14°F (-10°C), was ideal for them in several ways.
First and foremost is that if it was any colder, even by as little as 23°F (-5°C),
they very likely would have died from exposure. JR’s light clothing and the
extent of their injuries would have made survival in colder temps very
difficult. 14°F (-10° C) isn’t warm, but if shelter from the wind and an
insulated, confined space can be utilize to maximize body heat, this temp is
survivable for extended periods.

Just as important as 14°F (-10° C) is not too cold, is that it’s not too warm
either. All three crash victims had deep cuts. Carolee had lacerations that
would require 100’s of stitches and she could have easily bled to death. But



the cooler air helped to stem the blood flow and keep them from going into
shock.

The list of their injuries was hard to take. I had a hard time visualizing
how my parents must look right now. The phone calls started pouring in and my
uncle was very busy for the next few hours explaining all the details to
concerned relatives and friends.

It had been a very long day and I wandered over to a nearby couch within
hearing distance of the phone and quickly fell asleep, wondering what would
happen to us now.



THE LITTLE HERO

Dad, Mom and Jim spent the night in Prince George General Hospital. We
were told the next morning Tues, Nov. 26 that Jim would be flying home via
commercial airline that evening. Dad and Mom would be staying in hospital
for an extended period. While they recovered, my Uncle Steve agreed to take
care of us three boys while my sister Kim was staying with some other people.

After the hellish waiting the day before, it was with great anticipation that
we all looked forward to seeing Jim again. His flight was due around 7pm and
a large group of us drove out to the airport to meet him. When we got there, we
were surprised to see most of Jim’s Hockey team and all their parents already
there as well. There must have been close to 100 people altogether waiting for
the hero from the plane crash to arrive.

News of his heroics had made all the newspapers that morning throughout
the Peace River country. As the big orange CP Air Boeing 737 pulled up we
all strained forward to catch a glimpse of our new celebrity. But he was my
brother and I had special dibs on him. I pushed my way to the front of the
crowd and stood there pressed against the glass, my heart pounding.

Down the ladder he came; he was limping and using a cane for support.
One of the airline staff was assisting him and carrying a bouquet of flowers. As
he made his way into the terminal I was the first person there waiting for him. I
started to mutter how glad I was to see him, feeling myself start to choke up
when he blurted out,

“Where’s Mark?”.
Mark is our cousin and Uncle Steve’s son, but he didn’t come to the airport.
Well that just about broke my black heart!

As I stood there stunned he hobbled past me and was immediately
swamped by all the other people. He was smiling and having a great old time
being the center of attention and I was glad just to have him back. At one point
I saw him crying. It seemed like an eternity before we could get him away from
the paparazzi and into the car for the trip back to my uncle’s house. I asked him
about Mom and Dad. The big grin he had on his face from the red carpet
treatment he had just enjoyed suddenly faded and he became very serious.

“They took me to see Mom before I left the hospital today”
He told me.



“She didn’t look too good and the Doctor said she was more dead than
alive”.

It was a very somber moment and being so young I don’t think either of us
was capable of fully grasping what that meant. But it still hurt and we both fell
silent for a moment, each lost in our own troubled thoughts.

Jim had also been wheeled into JR’s hospital room before leaving for the
airport. As Jim came into the room, JR was on the phone talking to one of his
employees. He was sitting up in bed shirtless, his face taped and stitched. Jim
would later say that he had no recollection of any exchange between them, yet
this was the first time they had seen each other since being rescued.

The next day Jim wanted to go to school, but my Aunt Marg insisted that
he stay home and rest. He would hear none of it! He was itching to see his
friends and thrill them with his wild survival story. By now news of the crash
and rescue had traveled nationwide. Some of Carolee’s relatives in Ontario
actually heard about the crash on the evening news. Many of the accounts and
articles reported how the 11 year old boy had practically carried his father
through 3 feet of snow to safety. One headline read “The Little Hero”.

Jim was loving every second of his newfound fame and felt that going to
school would be a really good way to capitalize on it.

My aunt gave in and agreed to drop him off for the afternoon only. All
morning the students at Ambrose Elementary waited with much anticipation for
Jim to arrive. When he finally came limping down the hall during lunch break,
you’d think that Rod Stewart had arrived. He was completely mobbed, girls
were screaming, the hallways were so jam packed with students it was
impossible to see Jim. When I did manage to catch a glimpse of him through
the crowd I could see that he was smiling from ear to ear and talking a fast as
he could; trying to answer everybody’s questions. I have to admit that for a
split second I wished it had been me in that crash. Look at him, he’s in heaven.
Everyone was fascinated by the huge 6 inch gash running the length of his
forehead. He lapped up every second of it and had a great time.

We spent a few days at Uncle Steve’s. We went to school, played with our
friends and waited for Carolee and JR to come home. My cousin Mark piggy
backed Jim up and down the stairs. Our school pictures arrived during that first
week and Aunt Marg sent them along with some letters written by us kids to
our parents. Carolee had the nurses stick our pictures on the wall next to her



bed. She underwent several reconstructive surgeries on her face during the
week following the accident. She was in a lot of pain and longed for her kids
and home.

The damage sustained to her face would take years to properly heal. For a
pretty young woman in her prime this was a catastrophe. She looked so awful
that the nurses at first refused her requests for a mirror. One of the nurses
present when Carolee first arrived from the crash site actually fainted at the
sight of her. Her head swelled up to the size of a basketball, almost every
square inch of her skin covered with cuts and bruises.

She had a huge crack in the side of her skull that required all her hair to
be shaved and the large cut stitched up. She was in bad shape, but she was
young, strong, healthy……and alive.



DAD COMES HOME

My father came home after only one week. But before he did, his mother
and brother from Vancouver flew to Prince George to see them both. My
grandma and Uncle Merv spent a day with JR and Carolee at the hospital and
then flew up to Fort St. John to see us kids. I was so happy to see both of them
and we all stayed at our house for a few days. Merv was JR’s second oldest
brother and my favorite uncle. He looked a lot like my JR but was easier
going. He had a softer, more articulate personality and he did a great job of
making us feel better.

He and grandma were also the first people we saw who had first-hand
eye witness information about my parents’ condition. I was dying to know
details about their appearance. This was long before the days of digital
cameras and cell phones.

Uncle Merv got out a pad of paper and drew a side profile of JR for me.
He illustrated as best he could how JR looked without any lower teeth. The
crude sketch made my father look like an old man. I didn’t like what I saw and
told him I didn’t want to see one of my Carolee. He agreed and suggested we
all go outside for a walk.

The three of us boys along with Merv and our dog ‘Smoky’ headed out
across one of our fields. The field was crisscrossed with snowmobile tracks
that had become hard which allowed us to walk on them. It was a mild winter
night with a clear sky full of stars. As we trudged along in the crisp darkness,
our lungs filled with the clean, country air, the dog running out in front of us,
Merv said how this reminded him of when he was a kid on the farm. He added
that he, JR and their sibling used to do this all the time; visiting neighbors, etc.
His simple matter of fact comment gave me a strong sense of comfort and I
suddenly felt at ease and happy.

He and grandma could only stay a few days and I was very sad to see
them go. We went back to Uncle Steve’s for a few more days.

When the day came for JR’s return home we all had to attend school that
morning. JR had a morning flight and would be waiting for us. When the lunch
break finally came we all ran to Uncle Steve’s house, which was near our
school. JR was sitting at my Aunt Marg’s kitchen table as we came bursting
into the room. He had a huge smile on his face and the three of us boys



converged on him all at the same time. We all had a turn giving him a big hug. I
stood back and took a good look at him. My first impression was

“Wow, he looks great!”.
He had good color in his face and seemed relaxed and at ease. His mouth

seemed strange without his lower teeth. He spoke like an old man without his
dentures. He had a major gash across his chin that extended from one side of
his face to the other. This is the opening that he had pulled his teeth through at
the crash site, but it was neatly stitched up now. There were also a few minor
cuts on his nose and forehead.

To my relief it wasn’t upsetting or repulsive to me. I was so worried
about how he would look. I couldn’t get the vision of that bloodied man in our
headlights years before out of my mind. He had casts on both legs below his
knees and one on his right wrist. He had crutches and because of the broken
wrist, one of them had a shelf built into it so he put his weight on his elbow.
But the man sitting in front of me looked happy, healthy and damn it was good
to see him again!

My father was an extremely hard man. He often treated us more like
subordinate employees than his children. But despite that, all of us kids adored
and admired him for the most part. Part of this could be attributed to the
yearning all children inherently have to be loved and adored by parents. JR
was a complex man and not easily defined. But to me, at this moment, returned
from the dead, I loved him more than any human being on earth!

We spent our lunch hour with him and asked him a million questions. The
hour passed by very quickly and before long we had to head back to school.
We all left reluctantly and after school we caught our regular school bus back
home to our acreage. We could go home now and JR was there waiting along
with a good friend of his, Jerry.

Jerry was going to stay with us for a while and help out. He was in the
process of moving back to the United States and his wife and kids had already
left, so it was good timing for him to help us out. He and I basically took care
of all the cooking, cleaning, whatever needed to be done.

Our Church had generously volunteered to provide home cooked meals
for us every night. Each night a different Church member would prepare a
delicious meal and deliver it to our house. The portions were often so huge that
we couldn’t eat it all. So the left-overs started to pile up. We were eating steak



with potatoes and gravy for breakfast, lunch and supper trying not to waste
anything. Finally we had to ask that the production stop for a few days. They
were such great people; they just couldn’t do enough for us.

JR was back running his business from his bedroom. He was on the phone
or having meeting with his key employees while he sat propped up in bed. He
didn’t seem to miss a beat and never spent anytime crying about what happened
to him. The rest of us were busy too, with Carolee gone we had a lot more
chores to do.

We all pitched in and were glad to have our lives resume some form of
normalcy. Jerry was a great help and I really liked talking with him. He was an
American and was a walking encyclopedia. He told so many fascinating
stories about the assassination of JFK, the Civil War, etc. To this day I love US
history largely because of him.



MOM COMES HOME

We lived like this for two weeks and then the day came for Carolee to
come home. She would be flying home from Prince George via CP Air. The
day she arrived there was a terrible blizzard raging. We drove to the airport
and waited in the car along a chain link fence next to the pad where the jet
would park. The plan was to bring her directly from the plane to our car, so
she wouldn’t have to go through the terminal.

We were all on pins and needles as we waited impatiently. I had fewer
reservations about seeing her than I had with JR. After being pleasantly
surprised at how good JR looked and then spending two weeks around him, I
felt I could handle Carolee no problem, I just wanted to see her as it had been
almost four weeks.

The airliner pulled up and stopped in front of us amidst heavy gusts of
snow. The storm was really getting bad and the bright orange paint job on the
jet seemed almost gray at times. The door opened and all the passengers
starting filing down the stairs and making their way to the terminal. As they
tightly gripped their coats and hats as the wind was howling so loud it sounded
like a freight train.

We couldn’t take it anymore and got out of the car and pressed against the
fence, straining to catch a glimpse of her. Finally after what seemed like an
eternity we saw a frail figure in a full length winter coat emerge from the
plane’s doorway. We could tell it was her even though she had the huge hood
of her parka up and we couldn’t see her face.

She was being helped by one of the stewardess’s and together they slowly
descended the stairway. JR’s cousin, Brian Shevkenek, the CP Air employee
who had helped us the night of the crash, went out onto the tarmac to meet her.
He took Carolee from the stewardess and led her over to us by the fence. As I
watched them closely I noticed that she wasn’t walking freely and her
movements seemed slow and stiff. When the fence gate was opened we rushed
forward and all hugged her at the same time. I still couldn’t see anything
because of the enormous hood she had on. She was trying to talk but we
couldn’t hear her over the roaring wind and the screaming APU (auxiliary
power unit) on the Boeing 737, but we could tell that she was crying. We all
helped her into the car and climbed inside. As Jerry pulled away and headed



for home, she reached up and pulled her hood off.
I was completely unprepared by what I saw next. I stared at her in

misbelief, shock and horror! I felt my face get very hot as I quickly turned
away. The air inside the car was suddenly stifling and I felt sick. I paused a
few seconds and tried to regain my composure. She looked terrifying; her face
was so swollen it had no shape to it, just round and puffy resembling a large
football. The stitches from her many cuts had recently been removed leaving
dozens of dark red lines crisscrossing her face with little tiny holes next to
them. She had two large dark grey pins the size of dimes on either side of her
nose. Her jaw was wired shut and when she moved her lips all that could be
seen were hundreds of elastic bands and her broken teeth. One side of her head
had been completely shaved and a huge cut ran the length of her skull from her
forehead to behind her ear. Her shaved hair had started to grow back and her
scalp was full of stubble. Her eyes were yellow with large black circles
underneath. She looked like an old woman and it was just too much to take all
at once.

I mustered up the courage to look at her again. She was trying to tell us
how glad she was to be home, but was having trouble talking with her jaw
wired shut. As I watched her I felt the tears welling up in my eyes. What
happened to my pretty Mom? I was heartbroken; she seemed so damaged. I
leaned closer to her and took hold of her hand, it was warm and familiar.
Things were definitely going to be different for a long time to come, I could
see that now.

The full gravity of the crash and its awful consequences bore down on me
now. I swallowed a large lump in my throat as we all fell into an awkward
silence as we slowly drove home. At least we were finally all back together
again, broken, but together. God had spared their lives and although I was
horrified, I was also grateful.

Carolee had arrived home a few days before Christmas 1974.
Unbeknownst to us at the time, she insisted on going Christmas shopping for us
kids the day after she got home. She had one of her friend’s take her to a local
department store and she picked out presents for each of us. She was so weak
that she would have to sit down every so often to keep from passing out. She
was dizzy and sweating, but she wasn’t going to leave until she had what she
came for. Everyone knew who she was and people would offer her a chair to



sit on, a glass of water to help her out as best they could. She must have been
quite a sight to the surprised shoppers who encountered her.

It’s a heart breaking scene to picture the young woman, horribly
disfigured, and weakened by her injuries; selflessly ignoring her own pain and
embarrassment to make sure her kids had a somewhat normal Christmas.

Christmas came and went and we all gave Thanks to God for the blessing
of being able to celebrate together. We had come precariously close to losing a
lot of people, but God had spared their lives. It was a very special time for us.



AFTER-CRASH

The following weeks and months would be filled with many moments of
despair and triumph for all of us, especially for JR and Carolee. They were
young parents of four kids and could not afford the luxury of taking extended
time off to convalesce. They basically hit the ground running as best they
could. JR was off running his business with his specially built pair of crutches.
He could drive but needed someone to help getting in and out of the car. That
someone was quite often me. I would ride around town with him and be his
gopher. Everywhere we went people would stop and ask him about the
accident. It wasn’t until years later that I realized that some of his responses
were a bit bazaar.

For example, I was present one time when someone asked him,
“Jim, how do you feel about the crash now?”
JR replied calmly.
“It’s just another everyday event”
The man was still on crutches, with no teeth and had a badly injured wife

at home! That JR guy was one tough character for sure. But on a deeper level, I
think he felt a lot of guilt over the crash and was keen to quickly put this event
behind him. So he had a tendency to down play details of the crash itself.

JR’s feet would really turn out to be the biggest challenge for him. The
dream that our pastors wife had the year before now seemed prophetic. He had
broken several bones in both of his ankles and then froze both feet. The frost
bite was the worst part. He was in so much pain it was hard to watch. He
would lie in bed and moan in agony for hours. His huge feet resembled two
slabs of beef that had been left out too long and were starting to ‘cure’.

Both he and Carolee suffered so much in those first couple of months.
Most mornings they would still be in bed while we kids got ourselves ready
for school. We could hear the two of them moaning and whimpering from the
bedroom while we ate our breakfast.

Carolee could only eat whatever she could squeeze through the space
created by her missing front teeth. But even that opening was semi-blocked
with the elastic bands holding her jaws together. This forced her to drink a lot
of milk shakes and eggnogs. I would puree whatever we were having for
supper that night in the blender. She would then spoon up the liquid potatoes,



roast beef, whatever and slurp it through the wires in the front of her mouth.
It was hard on us kids watching our parents suffer. There was also a lot

more responsibility placed on us and that meant less time for just being a kid.
There was less time for hanging out with friends, snowmobiling, hunting, etc.
Although I noticed that Jim didn’t miss any hockey during this period. It was a
trend I would notice throughout our childhood. Jim would go away to play
hockey and I would be left at home to do all the work. I didn’t think this was
fair, but Jim didn’t seem to mind.

After the trauma of the accident and the excitement of being reunited had
passed, reality set it. My grandmother, Edna Graham, came and stayed with us
for a month. She lived in Florida and ended up being exposed to one of the
coldest days on record. It was -90°F (-68° C) one morning with the wind chill!
We still walked to the bus stop, but backwards with our backs into the wind.
When I think about it now, I can’t believe that the schools weren’t closed that
day. But hey, this was northern BC and it has to get colder than that before the
schools close.

The winter slowly passed by while JR and Carolee healed. Life went on
as it always did, but there were times when we all had out little fits.

I started to get tired of being treated like a house maid and one night I had
a little melt down. I had just finished cooking dinner and couldn’t get any of the
other kids to help me serve it. So I yelled out

“Screw it! You guys serve your own damn dinner and then you can watch
Mom slurp that slop by yourselves”.

It just blurted out and I instantly regretted it praying that Mom didn’t hear
me. But she did hear me and asked to be served in her room that night. I felt
like a complete jerk and begged her to forgive me, which she did of course.
But I was really starting to hate those darn wires on her jaws. They freaked me
out and I couldn’t wait for the day when she would get them off.

By the time spring arrived 1975, both patients had improved remarkably.
JR was walking with a limp; his toes were stiff as birch wood. His gums had
been surgically repaired and a new denture fitted. His scars had healed well
and his wrist was getting stronger.

Carolee had the pins holding her nose taken out and the wires on her
jaws. These two items alone made her seem like a different person. She would
have additional plastic surgeries over the years to refine the work that had



been done already. She had her broken teeth crowned and her hair had grown
back. She was starting to look like herself again.

But JR was the slowest to recover his mobility. His injured feet really
caused him a lot of trouble. On his 36th Birthday while lying in bed that night
he recalled how the year before he had leaped off a 2nd story balcony while
escaping some Birthday well-wishers intent on giving him the bumps. As he
was talking Carolee noticed a tear run down his cheek in the moonlit room. It
was hard for him to deal with a disability.

As my parents healed, the company that insured the Tri Pacer was trying
to decide what to do with it. A few days after the crash an agent flew out to the
crash site in a light aircraft and landed on skis. Pictures were taken and they
showed that the fuselage of the Tri Pacer had sunk so low that the wings were
now at ice level. The plane was written off and sold to an Aircraft
Maintenance shop in Fort St. John.

When spring came and the ice on Monkman Lake melted the Tri Pacer
slipped below the surface of the emerald green waters. But it turned out that
there was a sand bar beneath it and the aircraft ended up settling in about 6 feet
of water.

The company that bought the plane flew out to the crash site in early
spring to do an appraisal of the wreck. They were flying a Cessna on floats and
planned to dive down to the wreck and take a closer look. JR had asked them
to retrieve his briefcase as he had left it behind when they were forced to head
for shore. It contained his flight log book and other important papers. But as
they were suiting up to dive while at anchor next to the Tri Pacer, the wind
picked up. The waves quickly built and for some unexplainably reason, the
plane they were flying was missing the covers on the floats. The floats started
to fill up with water and before the startled men could believe it the Cessna
sunk next to the Tri Pacer. They radioed for help before the plane completely
submerged and they were picked up a few hours later. The company then had to
spend a lot of time and money retrieving their own Cessna, which they
eventually did. After that, the decision was made to just leave the Tri Pacer
and forget about it. It still sits there to this day.



 

The experience of the crash from my father’s point of view is one of
divine intervention.
Whenever he related the story to others, it was always from the angle of a huge
personal, spiritual epiphany and miracle. He felt that God had touched him in a
miraculous way while he was lying on the ice and therefore considers it a
sacred experience. My brother Jim and I attended a banquet in our 20’s where
Dad was giving his testimony of the accident to a Christian group. We were
both curious how he would present it and were somewhat disappointed when
he barely mentioned the crash at all. Instead he spent the majority of his
monologue delving into the way God touched him on the lake. But I did notice
that quite a few people in the audience were deeply moved.

There wasn’t a lot of time spent wallowing in self-pity and there was an
unspoken air of just moving past this event and getting on with our lives. One
positive was that it was great fun recalling the entire story to friends and
family for years afterward. People would sit spell bound, hanging on every
word, completely engrossed with the whole event.

Life goes on as it always does. Us kids grew bigger and louder and our
parents slowly started to put their pain and suffering behind them. Both of them
enjoyed spectacular recoveries. Although JR would continue to have problems
with his feet for the rest of his life, it didn’t stop him from doing anything. He
wears a denture on his lower jaw, but other than a few faint scars that is the
only lasting reminder of his ordeal.

A mere two years after the accident Carolee looked as radiant and lovely
as she ever did. People who knew what she had been through were amazed at
how well she healed. The one permanent side effect she had was that her hair
started turning grey in the months following the crash.

She also had to suffer through one more surgery; the removal of her
gallbladder. The high fat diet of milkshakes and eggnogs had destroyed her
gallbladder and she had painful gallstone attacked in the year following the
accident.

As if the poor woman hadn’t suffered enough already, it was a tremendous
let down having this happen to her as well.



TEENS

As Jim and I got older JR started giving us more and more responsibility.
We worked down at the shop and as we became teenagers we practically ran
the place. It was a bustling place for sure. We now included full blown auto
repair along with the other businesses, all under the same large roof. Jim and I
could do almost anything, but mainly were in charge of the gas pumps out front.
We were also Suzuki motorcycle salesmen, which was our favorite job. We
both loved motorcycles, especially dirt bikes. When new bikes would arrive in
crates we would assemble them, put them on display in the showroom and then
sell them.

One of our favorite pastimes while on the job was ‘testing’ the new bikes.
In the summer we would lineup the bikes next to the road in front of our shop to
attract customers. When JR would leave to go do errands, Jim and I would
grab one of the bikes on display and take it to the rear of the shop. Outside at
the back there was a gravel back alley and large asphalt parking lot. We would
fire up a bike and run the snot out of it for 10 minutes or so before returning it
to the front. We felt that this enhanced our sales skills when trying to sell the
bike to perspective customers. We could say stuff to customers like

“Ya, this thing will practically tear your arms off”,
and really know what we’re talking about. Our favorites were the RM

series motocross bikes.
But our test pilot careers came to a violent end one day when Jim pulled a

PE250 dirt bike over backwards on the asphalt parking lot. Miraculously he
wasn’t killed or seriously injured as he wasn’t wearing any protective gear,
including a helmet. Just a few bruises and scratches, but the bike didn’t fare as
well. It was seriously damaged and Jim had to tell JR about it when he
returned. Of course JR was curious what Jim was doing on the thing to begin
with. He let us off with a terse warning to never do it again and made us
rebuild the PE with new parts.

In 1977, Jim and I negotiated a deal with JR for a couple of bikes of our
own. We both wanted RM100’s and two new ones had just arrived in crates.
We each put our own bike together and took them home. At that time the
RM100 wholesaled for only $600. It’s ten times that amount today for the same
bike.



We enjoyed those bikes until I got a driver’s license when I turned 16.
After that girls and cars became my main focus. Just like the dirt bikes had
made me forget about our horses.

My buddy Blackjack pretty much enjoyed just eating his face off and
exploring our 80 acre pasture without the inconvenience of carrying a rider. In
fact he was getting a little ornery from lack of riding. One evening after supper
I decided to take him for a spin. Now that I had a dirt bike I rarely rode horses
anymore, so I thought it would be a nice change for old time sake.

After slipping on his bridle I swung onto his bare back and headed out.
One of our fields ran parallel to a gravel road near our house so I decided to
ride along there. It was a beautiful warm summer evening and the sun was
starting to go down. I urged Blackjack into a slow gallop and I thought to
myself ‘Man I have to do this more often, this is great, I miss ridin this little
mule’.

As we loped along in the sunlight I noticed a car starting to come up
beside us on the gravel road. As it got nearer I glanced over to look at it. I
could see an elderly lady driving and she was looking at me and Blackjack
with a big relaxed smile on her face. I smiled back and realized that she was
enjoying the picture of a young boy astride a beautiful black horse, mane
flowing, galloping through the fields in the summer sun.

I straightened out my back a little and puffed out my chest. Let’s give this
lady a really good show. I was well on my way to winning a spot in the next
Norman Rockwell painting when the black demon I was riding spooked at
something in front of us. He grunted and veered sharply to the left while I
continued to travel in a forward direction. Of course not having a horse
underneath me any longer, I didn’t get too far.

I hit the ground with a hard thud. I was seriously winded and couldn’t
breathe. I rolled onto my knees in total agony trying to force air into my lungs.
But I noticed the brake lights on the old lady’s car light up. The last thing I
wanted was for her to come over and start fussing over me. So with all the
strength and fortitude I could muster I forced myself into a standing position. I
walked stiffly over to Blackjack and starting stoking his muzzle. He was
nervous at first, knowing he had done something stupid. But after a few
seconds he relaxed and stood there beside me like a good pony. Out of the
corner of my eye I watched the old lady’s brake lights. I was in excruciating



pain and wanted to scream. After what seemed an eternity, she started slowly
driving away. She was most likely relieved that I seemed ok and could now
retain her image of the boy and horse untainted.

I waited until her car rounded a corner and drove out of sight. The second
the coast was clear I stepped back and slugged Blackjack in the nose as hard
as I could. He snorted loudly, jumped back in complete shock and galloped off
towards home. I immediately fell to the ground and started moaning and
wailing in pain.

I eventually felt better and walked home. I thought to myself this wouldn’t
have happened if I was on my dirt bike. I swore off horseback riding and I
don’t think I ever rode Blackjack again after that. When JR sold our horses a
year later I didn’t even notice that they were missing for almost three weeks.

Jim and I built new forts side by side across the street from our house. We
were experts by now at building tree forts going back to our Devil’s Bush days
in Hudson Hope, and poured all our favorite features into these latest models.
We had doors and windows with hinges, a hole in the roof for excess into the
trees above, sniper holes in the walls…yes that’s right sniper holes.

We had both been given air rifles for our birthday and had started the
dangerous pastime of waging war on each other. We were as responsible as we
could be about it and had a lot of rules to try and ensure our safety; but
accidents did happen like when Jim shot me point blank in the back as I was
walking in front of him in a neutral, no shooting zone (the front of our house).
At least he swore to me it was an accident when I whirled around in pain and
surprise and aimed my loaded weapon at his head (his gun was a single shot
and he was now unarmed).

We had a lot of fun playing those games and I’m happy to say that no one
was ever seriously injured. Looking back I suppose it was extremely reckless
and possibly stupid, but we thought we knew what we were doing and felt that
we had enough controls in place to make it somewhat safe. Jim and I would
hole up in our respective forts and hurl lead at each other for hours on end. The
individual designs of our fortresses exposed their weaknesses and strengths
during combat. Jim had elected to leave an opening between the roof and the
walls of his fort about 6 inches wide for shooting out of while I opted for
strategically placed tiny portholes. My porthole design quickly came to
dominate the action and Jim has the scars on his knuckles to this day to prove



it.
We loved camping and had a favorite spot down in the valley next to Fish

Creek where we would pitch our tents and spend the night. Jim and I would
usually bring a friend each and the four of us would stay up until 2 or 3 in the
morning, drinking soda, roasting marshmallows, cooking stew and laughing
and yelling our heads off knowing that no one was going to tell us to be quiet.
Of course it was just a matter of time before we incorporated our war games
into this activity.

The ‘shop’ continued to be where we spent large amounts of our time as
JR was adamant about always keeping us busy. It was a mecca for activity and
we both loved hanging out there. At times it didn’t seem like work as we knew
all the staff and spent hours socializing with them. Anything could and would
happen on any given day.

I was actually attacked there one day by a mad man. I was about 14 years
old working on a Saturday when a friend dropped by to visit. It was slow at
the pumps so we decided to go for a stroll outside.

JR had recently built a small building that was to be used as a repeater
shack that would house radio equipment on top of some mountain. It was sitting
at the far corner of the shop and we decided to go look at it. As we walked
towards the little building (which looked like an outhouse) my buddy picked
up some snow, packed it into a hard snowball and tossed it at a passing
welding truck. It hit the windshield and we both saw the driver snap his head
in our direction before he disappeared behind the adjoining building. We
thought nothing of it; after all it was just a harmless snowball, so we continued
on our way. We were almost at the little repeater shack when the welding truck
suddenly came flying around the corner in front of us. Both of us instinctively
ducked behind the little shack out of view of the driver. But as the sound of the
truck grew louder on the other side of the shack, my friend got nervous and ran
off. At first I thought to myself, I didn’t do anything, why am I hiding from this
freak? But suddenly realizing that me and my buddy were both wearing similar
blue parkas and had long black hair, I jumped inside the shack and closed the
door. There wasn’t a door handle and all I could do was hold the wooden door
with my trembling fingers. I heard the truck stop on the other side of the shack,
the door opened and then I heard heavy footsteps crunching the snow as



someone approached my shack. I held my breath; maybe he hadn’t seen my
duck inside here. All the sudden the door flung open and standing there was a
huge, very angry looking, bald middle age guy glaring at me. I stared back at
him for about 2 seconds and then he punched me with a closed fist right in the
chin! I was completely stunned, terrified and trapped like an animal in a
wooden cage. He then proceeded to scream a long string of curses like a long
shore-man and threatened to nail me a few more times, all while waving his
large clenched fist in front of me. I cowered like a beaten dog and he
eventually left after what seemed like an eternity. As soon as he turned his back
I bolted out of the shack, glanced at his license plate and ran for the office.

I walked straight into JR’s office and asked him if it was legal for a
person to strike another person. Without looking up from his desk he replied
that no it was not legal for someone to hit someone else, it was called assault.
So I said

“Well I’ve just been assaulted!”
He quickly looked up at me standing in front of him holding my now red

chin and broke into a wide grin.
“What do you mean?” he asked barely able to contain his growing

excitement, so I told him the whole story. He then threw his head back and
howled with laughter as he reached for the phone and called the police.

While I waited for the cops I went searching for my no-good buddy whom
I had taken a hit for. I found him hiding in the attic, thumbing through a
motorcycle magazine. The cops came, took my statement but basically
insinuated that because we had thrown a snowball that we had provoked the
assault and the big welder was somehow justified in doing what he did. I kept
saying that it was just a snowball, not a brick or something, but all they would
say was that it was unfortunate that I was the one who was mistakenly
whacked.

JR didn’t exactly back me up and after they all had another nice chuckle
the fine officers left, promised to track him down based on the plate number I
had provided and have a ‘talk’ with the big dork. I never heard another word
about it and it seemed that I had been slugged in the face in broad daylight by
an adult and nobody gave a crap about it.

Jim and I belonged to a Christian version of Boy Scouts called Boys



Brigade and it was run by some cool young guys from our church. We would
get together each week and play sports, visit businesses and local craftsman,
listen to special guest speakers and just basically goof off and have fun. We
also did a lot of camping, making expeditions in the summer and winter. On
one of the winter trips we took several snowmobiles. We pitched our camps
wherever we wanted along a two mile trail that ran through the bush in groups
of three or four. The snow was deep and we had to hack out a spot to erect our
tents. We had a blast cooking up a storm and eating enough food for 10 men
before hitting the trails on the snowmobiles. It was completely dark out and
that made racing though the forest seem all that much faster and exciting. Our
group leaders were camping a mile or so away from us and when we decided
to try and get some sleep we suddenly realized that we had basically no
supervision! What the heck were we doing wasting this beautiful night lying
around in our sleeping bags? We immediately got back on the machines and
proceeded to snowmobile for the entire night.

We just couldn’t get enough of it; we would chase each other on a trail
that ran in a big 5 mile circle through forest, a couple open fields and along a
frozen creek bed. We would stop every couple of hours to cook up some grub,
have a hot drink and then hit the trails again. We would also stoke the fires in
front of our tents to keep them going while we rode. One of the guys placed his
wet sleeping bag a little too close to a fire in an attempt to dry it out. But a
spark must have landed on it and the next time we made a pit stop all we found
was a zipper in a pile of ashes. Oh well, we weren’t planning on sleeping
anyway.

The morning light found us looking a little pale, but happy. Our two
leaders were pretty good about the fact that all night long every 45 minutes or
so three very loud snowmobiles would go racing by their camp. It was such a
good memory - it felt so good to be young and free without a care in the world.

Six years after the accident when I was 18, JR and I flew back to
Monkman Lake. It was a beautiful, sunny, summer day and we were flying in
JR’s latest plane, a Cessna 210.

It was a great day for flying and I was really enjoying the ride. We were
flying low and the colors and textures of the mountains, trees and streams
seemed to leap right out at me. As we flew along the valley leading to the lake
I tried to visualize what it must have been like that night, so many years before.



To my total amazement I was dumbfounded by how beautiful the place was. I
had conjured up quite a different impression of the Monkman pass in my mind.
Members of my family had suffered there and almost lost their lives. The very
mention of the name of that lake would conjure up ominous feelings of fear and
dread.

As we came zooming around a corner, Monkman Lake suddenly came into
view. It was breathtakingly picturesque. Like a postcard from God.

Aqua green water rimmed with thick evergreen trees and bushes. We
circled around and JR pointed out the spot on the water where the Tri Pacer
rested. I tried to spot her under the water, but couldn’t see anything. The fabric
on the wings and fuselage had long since rotted away. All that remained was
the aluminum frame which was covered in thick green alga, which made it hard
to see. But on a third low pass on my side I suddenly saw it!

I looked over at JR and he was grinning from ear to ear. It was a
triumphant moment for both of us. It seemed as though the long ordeal had
suddenly come full circle. A wave of euphoria rushed over me and I felt tingles
up my spine. How blessed we were and how great God is for bringing us
through all the pain and suffering to bring us to this beautiful place. And how
ironic that it was the same place where the horror began.

THE END
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the greatest respect for all of them and the book was not intended to hurt
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As I clearly stated on the front cover, this book is ‘based’ on a true story
and is not meant to be an accident report or an exact account down to the
smallest detail.

This book is ‘creative non-fiction’, where it adheres to the basic tenets of
the story, but because the writer (myself) is third party, the events are filtered
through my eyes.

As a third party writer, I took small liberties in places where it was
necessary. But I based my ‘liberties’ upon intimate knowledge of this event and
the people involved. My main goal was to produce a story that is as honest as
possible, compelling and entertaining. It’s also a mere snapshot of our lives in
1974 and is not a reflection of any of the family members as they exist today.

Romans 8:28 (KJV)
28 And we know that all things work together for good to them that love

God, to them who are the called according to his purpose.



THIS BOOK

The writing of this book was ten years in the making. I started it in 2005
and slowly added to it over the years whenever I had spare time. I wrote 90%
of it straight from my own memories of the events and circumstances either
witnessed first-hand or described to me by the other three at the time.

When I started the book I would ‘interview’ the three survivors
occasionally, but the conversations were brief and casual. The story was over
30 years old by the time I started writing and re-hashing the details at times
seemed a bit of a chore for Mom, Dad and Jim. Plus I don’t think any of them
actually expected me to create a book from it (and some hoped I wouldn’t).

The subject of writing a book about the crash had been discussed by the
family since the 70s. Of course the logical authors would have been one of the
three. Jim gave it strong consideration for a time, but it just never materialized.
I always thought at the very least it would make a great Readers Digest short
story and encouraged Jim to write it up.

One day in 2006 while discussing the accident with Mom on the phone,
she mentioned that 10 years earlier she and JR had met the SARS Technician
who had rescued them, Jerry Boucher. He had since retired from the Forces
and was living on Vancouver Island in British Columbia. They had tracked him
down and met him for a coffee one afternoon.

I wrote his name down and the next day I easily found his phone number
using directory assistance. I called him and he picked up the phone
immediately.

I started to introduce myself when he abruptly cut me off and demanded to
know if I was a solicitor or not. I quickly told him I was calling regarding one
of his rescues and begged him not to hang up. He then asked me which one and
I told him ‘early 70s, Monkman Lake, two adults and one kid’ and the first
thing he said was

“I remember it well”
I was shocked, as I could only imagine the huge number of rescues he

must have participated in over a lifetime career as a SARS Tech. But he said
this crash stood out for him for a number of reasons. First and foremost was the
fact that it was a young couple with a young boy. Jerry is the same age as my
parents and he too was a young father back in 1974 and this assignment really



tugged at his heart. In fact it was most likely this burning desire to get those
folks out of there that prompted him to take the heavy action he did, when he
ordered the chopper back into the air for that final rush to the crash site. In
doing so, he essentially saved their lives as they would most likely have died
if they had to endure another night out in the cold.

He easily recalled all the details of that rescue and he was the first guy
down the rope and I used his description of the scene he encountered for that
section of this book. He was incredibly generous in discussing the whole
ordeal as well as some of the other traumatic rescues he had been on and we
had a great conversation.

But he told me point blank at the end of our chat that it was a miracle that
my family had survived and in most of the crash sites he had attended, almost
every time, everyone died. Hearing that coming from a guy like Jerry added a
new layer of severity for this crash and refreshed my sense of amazement that
they had survived it.

After speaking with Jerry I sat back and marveled at the selfless,
wonderful gift he had given us in saying to hell with the risks and heading out
to snatch my family from certain death. He along with all the other wonderful
people who helped us (friends, family, doctors, church-members, etc.) during
our time of need demonstrated the priceless sense of caring for others in
trouble that good people have.

At the end of the day I hope this book is a celebration of love, respect,
survival and community as well as a lesson in grace and courage on behalf of
my parents in the face of great adversity, pain and tragedy.



My wife Krystyna and me – 2011
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